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l , i INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpose and Scope 
Essential facilities are defined as facilities that must operate after a disaster to support 
emergency response and disaster management activities. Examples of essential facilities are 
hospitals, fire stations, police stations, and schools. For instance, in the event of an 
earthquake, the structural integrity of fire and police stations is required so that response units 
can execute their assigned tasks in the overall emergency response plan (e.g. search, rescue, 
evacuation, and maintenance of order). Schools are often used by agencies like the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the Red Cross. 
Development of alternative strategies for improving foundation seismic response of existing 
essential facilities in the central and south eastern United States requires that a study first be 
made of the existing building inventory. The purpose of this study was to compile a database 
of foundation and soil condition information for a cross-section of existing essential facilities 
in the key mid^America population centers of Memphis, Tennessee, St. Louis, Missouri, and 
Charleston, South Carolina. This information is used to establish a baseline assessment of 
typical building construction, foundation types and loads. This data was used to develop 
foundation remediation alternatives most applicable to mid-America building stock. 
A companion report (Long and Dove, 2001) is a guidance document to aid consultants, 
owners, and public officials in selecting comparative strategies for remediation of foundations 
supporting existing essential facilities. That report provides discussion on both structural and 
ground modification remedial measures. 
The criteria used for rehabilitating essential facilities are that of public health and safety. 
Typically, buildings are designed using life safety criteria which provides for safe exit from a 
building, even though the structure is unsafe for long term occupancy and must be 
demolished. However, for essential facilities, immediate occupancy and operational 
performance levels are required. These levels mean that limited structural and non-structural 
damage has occurred and the building can function with limited repair (FEMA-273, 1997). 
Integrity of the foundation system is critical to overall performance of the building in an 
earthquake. If design analyses indicate the probable occurrence of foundation failure, a 
remediation scheme must be implemented. 
1.2 Methodology 
In order to obtain structural and foundational information for this research effort, assistance 
from both government archiving and facilities planning offices, and private engineering 
consulting firms, was required. Inventory data sheets were developed to facilitate data 
collection. Sheets included entries for building name, address, age, foundation type and size, 
and subsurface information. Data was collected from readily available drawings and 
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subsurface reports by students from Georgia Tech and the University of Illinois. When 
available, information such as existing soil bearing pressures and geotechnical investigation 
reports was collected. 
Foundation type was classified into four categories: strip footings, spread footing, pile 
foundations and drilled shaft foundations (caissons). In many essential facilities it was difficult 
to distinguish between structures founded on bearing walls from those founded on strip 
footings. Therefore, the term "strip footings" encompasses unreinforced and reinforced 
masonry, stone, or concrete strip footings and bearing walls. 
Since foundation type is directly related to building age, an attempt was made to obtain a 
representative sample of both old and new structures. While the number of facilities that 
were inventoried may have been as low as 10 percent, a much larger number were reviewed to 
ensure that a representative sample had been chosen. 
1.3 Content and Organization 
Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the seismicity of the study region. This discussion is 
not exhaustive as many other publications provide detailed treatment. Chapter 3 presents the 
results of the inventory. Inventories for the facilities presented in this volume were compiled 
during visits to planning and archiving offices in each city during the months of March, April, 
and May 1999. Copies of the inventory sheets are provided in Appendices A, B, and C for 
Memphis, St. Louis and Charleston, respectively. Appendix D contains a summary of 
available subsurface information collected at the essential facilities inventoried. 
.2.0 GENERAL SEISMICITY IN THE STUDY AREAS 
2.1 Overall Seismicity 
2.1.1 Introduction 
The seismic events in the New Madrid and Charleston, SC Seismic Zones demonstrated the 
potential for generation of earthquakes with large surface wave (Ms) magnitudes and peak 
surface accelerations. In response to the increasing awareness of the seismic hazards that exist 
in the mid and eastern U.S. regions, the performance of the foundations of existing buildings 
located in this area during a seismic event has become of concern. This concern is greatest for 
facilities that would be required to function in support of post-earthquake emergency 
response and disaster management activities. These structures are classified as essential 
facilities. Since the effects of significant seismic loads or the occurrence of liquefaction 
phenomena were not considered in the design of the vast majority of essential facilities in mid 
and eastern America, an investigation of methods to improve the seismic performance of the 
soils beneath the foundations of these buildings is required. 
2.1.2 Seismic Hazard in the New Madrid Region 
The seismicity of the central United States is dominated by the large earthquakes that 
occurred in the Mississippi River Valley between 1811 and 1812 in much the same way that 
the seismicity of the southeastern United States is dominated by the Charleston earthquake of 
1886. Exclusive of Alaska, these earthquakes that occurred in the Mississippi Valley rank as 
the largest known shocks in North America in recent recorded history. This sequence of 
seismic events began with a major earthquake on December 16, 1811 of a surface wave 
magnitude (Ms) of 8.6 and was followed by numerous aftershocks. Two other principal 
aftershocks occurred on January 23, 1812 (Ms = 8.4), and on February 7, 1812 (Ms = 8.7) 
(Nuttli, 1974). 
Figure 2-1 shows an isoseismal map prepared by Nuttli (1981) indicating the extent of 
influence for the initial shock. Soil liquetaction, regional subsidence, and uplift were 
widespread with landslides commonly occurring along the banks of rivers. Moreover, a 
number of the islands in the Mississippi River disappeared. As may be seen on Figure 2-2, 
most seismic activity occurs to the northwest of Shelby County along an area that has been 
referred to as the Reelfoot Rift. The areas of high seismic intensity also correlate to where the 
most significant sand blows and other features associated with liquefaction occurred. The 
entire area of major seismic activity in this; region is commonly called the New Madrid 
Seismic Zone (NMSZ). 
During the 1811 and 1812 earthquakes, masonry and stone structures located as far as 250 km 
(150 mi.) from this seismic zone were damaged, with chimneys being destroyed in Louisville, 
Kentucky 400 km (250 mi.) away. Shocks from these earthquakes were also felt as far south as 
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the Gulf Coast, southeast to the Atlantic, and as far north as Quebec (Algermissen, 1983). 
According to Nuttli (1974), the epiicenter of the first shock in 1811 was located near Marked 
Tree, Arkansas which is approximately 60 km (38 mi.) from downtown Memphis, and 40 km 
(25 mi.) from the northeast corner of Shelby County (Figure 2-2). This site was also the 
epicenter of a 6.5 moment magnitude earthquake in 1843. 
SO0 855 SO0 
Figure 2-1. Isoseismal map of the December 16, 1811 earthquake in the New Madrid 
seismic zone (after Nuttli, 1981). The Arabic numbers indicate the Modified Mercalli 
Intensity at each data point. 
The third and largest shock that occurred in February 1812 was located approximately 15 km 
(9.4 mi.) west of the city of New Madrid in Missouri, and thus provided the name used to 
describe this seismic region (i.e. the NMSZ). The January 23 event was believed to have 
occurred roughly equidistant between the first and third shocks, but the location of its 
epicenter is mainly speculation. These major earthquakes and other subsequent ones, though 
much smaller in magnitude, clearly show that the mid-continental region is capable of 
generating devastating earthquake ground motions, and that the study of these earthquakes is 
essential to the reduction of their associated seismic hazards (Obermeier, 1989). 
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Figure 2-2. Memphis and the New Madrid Seismic Zone (after Hwang et al., 1998). 
No surface faults distinctly associated with the 1811-1812 earthquake activity have been 
identified. This suggests that the large earthquakes originated at depths between 15 and 30 km 
(9.4 mi. and 19 mi.). Depths greater than about 30 km (19 mi.) for the larger shocks do not 
seem likely. This conclusion is based on the observation that the larger earthquakes occurring 
during that time produced a long sequence of aftershocks, which is a characteristic of large 
shallow earthquakes (Algermissen., 1983). Further evidence that the source of these historic 
seismic events was shallow is provided in the fact that the focus of many of the small 
earthquakes of more recent times has been located and is known to occur at depths not 
exceeding 30 km (19 mi). Hwang and Huo (1997) used a focal depth of 10 km (6.3 mi) for the 
development of their attenuation relationships for the NMSZ. 
2.1.2.1 Memphis, Tennessee 
As may be seen in Figure 2-3, Shelby County, Tennessee is located in the central part of the 
Mississippi Embayment, which is a syncline that plunges southward along an axis that 
approximates the course of the Mississippi River. The Paleozoic rock that forms the bedrock 
floor of the Mississippi Embayment is located about 1000 m (3280 ft) below the surface in the 
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Shelby county area. As will be further discussed in the following section, the Embayment is 
filled with sediments of clay, silt, sand, gravel, chalk, and lignite, which range in age from 
recent times to the Cretaceous period. 
Figure 2-3. Location of Shelby County Within the Mississippi Embayment 
(after Hwang et al., 1989). 
Since the NMSZ is still considered seismically active and is considered by many engineers, 
seismologists, and public officials to be the most hazardous seismic zone in the central and 
eastern United States, an evaluation of the performance of the existing foundations and 
structures in this region is warranted. This is especially important for many of the essential 
facilities in the region since the design of many of the older structures (i.e. pre 1950's) failed to 
consider the effects of seismic loading or the occurrence of liquefaction. Discussions with local 
engineers indicated that almost all structures constructed in Memphis within the last 20 to 25 
years are designed to withstand a peak acceleration of 0.2g in general. It should be noted for 
purposes of comparison that an earthquake of the size of the 1811-1812 events would generate 
peak accelerations that would easily exceed 0.25g (Nuttli, 1981). 
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In light of the extensive liquefaction that occurred during the 1811-1812 earthquakes in the 
region to the northwest of Shelby County, the occurrence of liquefaction was initially of 
concern in the event of future seismic activity of any significant magnitude. However, as seen 
on Figure 2-4 produced from the extensive collection and analysis of soil boring logs in the 
Shelby county region by Hwang et al. (1989, 1999) the regions most likely to be susceptible to 
the occurrence of liquefaction are located along the western Mississippi river border, and in 
relatively confined areas on the Loosahatchie and Wolf Rivers, and Nonconnah Creek. 
The majority of essential facilities in Memphis are not located in potentially liquefiable and 
looser alluvial soils (denoted as NEHRP Site Class E). Therefore, for the purpose of 
investigating the seismic response of essential facilities in Memphis, the effects of strong 
ground shaking on existing foundations was considered to be of primary importance. Thus, 
although liquefaction is not a major concern in Shelby county, analysis of the response of the 
existing foundations is of vital importance since adequate seismic considerations were absent 
from the structural and foundational designs of many of these essential facilities (especially 
those constructed prior to 1950). Strong ground shaking can produce overstressing, lateral 
translation, and uplift of foundation elements.. 
Figure 2-4. Location of Essential Facilities in Shelby County, TN 
2.1.2.2 St. Louis, Missouri 
Unlike Memphis, an extensive study has not been performed on the subsurface conditions of 
St. Louis. However correspondence with local engineering companies, along with some soil 
reports from construction projects of St. Louis schools, provide a general picture of typical 
soil conditions that would be encountered. The areas of St. Louis that are prone to 
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liquefaction or amplification of the ground motion are near the Mississippi River and large 
streams in the St. Louis area. This is due to the thick saturated coarse-grained deposits and 
soft fine-grained soil deposits located in river basins and former lake basins. Also, structures 
that are founded on saturated loose uncontrolled fills in the older parts of St. Louis may be 
susceptible to liquefaction (FEMA, 1990). In downtown St. Louis, liquefiable soils deposited 
from the Mississippi River extend as far west as Tucker Boulevard (1200W). Structures 
located in this area may be susceptible to liquefaction if founded on shallow footings. 
Fortunately, few, if any, essential facilities are located in this region. 
2.1.2 Seismic Hazard in Charleston, South Carolina 
The reason for seismic activity in this coastal region of the Southeastern continental United 
States is a much debated and inconclusive area of study. Most agree that the historic 
seismicity of this region is composed of mostly non-instrumental/felt accounts (Clough and 
Martin, 1990). Moreover, since the accuracy of locating epicenters for these seismic events 
depended on population distribution, it is difficult to derive much certainty in the actual 
location and number of source zones. Any conclusions about the distribution of seismicity in 
space, time, and size depend strongly on the accuracy and completeness of the database. 
According to Bollinger (1973), the reporting of earthquakes of intensity V or greater on the 
Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) scale has been fairly consistent since the 1870s. 
In South Carolina and Georgia, no Quaternary fault displacements have been recognized, and 
the seismicity in this region cannot be correlated with any of the well-known major pre-
Miocene faults (Lindberg and Harlan, 1988). Although association with some minor inferred 
faults can be demonstrated, the tectonic significance of these structures is still unknown, 
therefore leading to much speculation about the responsible siesmo-tectontic regime in the 
Southeastern US. 
The Charleston earthquake occurring on August 31, 1886 has been the subject of many 
research efforts. This earthquake is the largest recorded event in this area and was estimated to 
be a X on the MMI scale corresponding to a surface wave magnitude (Ms) of approximately 
7.7 with a 0.5g to 0.6g peak acceleration. Damage throughout the Charleston region was 
extensive, however only 60 fatalities were reported. The low number of fatalities is 
contributed to the low population density, the predominance of single story wood frame 
houses in the epicentral area, and the timing of the earthquake. Following the earthquake, 
careful studies were made, with the most well known documentation provided by Dutton 
(1888), where he noted and others confirmed, the presence of a multitude of sand craters and 
fissures in the epicentral and surrounding areas. Today, it is quite clear that these observations 
confirm the occurrence of liquefaction. The first hand accounts further indicated that sand 
boils and other liquefaction-related ground failures occurred in both natural and "man-made 
ground" during the 1886 event. However, as was summarized by Martin (1990), the presented 
evidence suggests that both the magnitude and peak acceleration of the 1886 earthquake were 
less than the previously proposed values. It was further indicated that for an Ms = 7.5 event, 
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peak accelerations in the 0.3g - 0.4g range would produce the observed 1886 liquefaction 
phenomena. 
Figure 2-5. Isoseismal Map of the 1886 Earthquake in Charleston, South Carolina 
(after Bollinger, 1977). 
The motions of the 1886 event were felt over a large area of the eastern U.S. as can be seen in 
Figure 2-5, and were reported to have caused "lamps to sway" in Cuba, and "dishes to topple 
from shelves" in New York (Dutton, 1888). It was postulated that the epicenter was located 
near the towns of Summerville and Middle Place, which are approximately 19.2 km (12 mi.) 
northwest of Charleston, and 29 km (18 mi.) inland from the coast. The relict liquefaction 
features are located primarily in the sandy and silty soils of two ancient beach ridges that are 
roughly parallel to the present beach line, with a more limited subset being found in the 
present beach areas and recent alluvial soils. 
The older beach ridge contains soils dating; from about 130,000 to 230,000 years, and is 
approximately 16 km (10 mi.) inland. The second ridge is thought to be about 85,000 years old 
and lies approximately 8 km (5 mi.) inland. The beach forming processes led to sands and silty 
soils being concentrated in the highest portions of the beach ridges. It is on the leeward side 
of these ridges where the water table is the highest and the greatest frequencies of liquefaction 
features have been found. Located between the crests of the ancient ridges are low, marshy 
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backbarrier areas composed primarily of organic silts and clays that are typically not subject 
to liquefaction (Clough and Martin, 1990). According to Martin (1990), many of the soils in 
these beach ridge deposits remain susceptible to liquefaction at relatively low levels of seismic 
shaking, even though there is some evidence of progressive densification. Thus, unlike the 
primarily silty soils in Memphis, the mere presence of these interbedded sands in this region 
make liquefaction more of a concern in the event of future earthquakes in the Charleston 
vicinity. 
Thus, knowledge of the rate of recurrence of earthquakes in the Charleston area that are large 
enough to cause liquefaction is refined as more studies are conducted, but according to the 
work of Obermeier and Weems (1989), the following may be surmised: 
1. Earthquake-induced liquefaction has been occurring intermittently for at least the 
last 30,000 years. 
2. The most compelling evidence suggests the recurrence of liquefaction-inducing 
earthquakes is between 1500 and 1600 years, but recent discoveries can be 
interpreted to support a recurrence as low as 500 to 600 years. 
The seismic hazard has increased due to the expansion of the Charleston peninsula through 
the use of hydraulic fill and the increased importance of the historic and modern-day port 
city. More lives and structures are may possibly be adversely affected if an earthquake of any 
significant magnitude were to occur. In the case of essential facilities, this problem could be of 
greater significance since most of the structures (especially those constructed prior to 1950) 
were typically not designed to withstand the effects of strong ground shaking, and the 
occurrence of liquefaction excluded from foundation design considerations. 
Figure 2-6 shows the zones of most probable liquefaction on the Charleston peninsula as 
determined by Elton and Hadj-Hamou (1990). They indicated that the liquefaction potential 
for peninsular Charleston ranged from 10 to 62 percent. The likelihood of liquefaction in 
these areas is due to the presence of primarily loose sands and a high groundwater table. 
ZONE PROBABILITY OF 
LIQUEFACTION 
A 0 - 20% 
13 20 - 35% 
C 35 - 65% 







Figure 2-6. Liquefaction Potential Map for the Charleston Peninsula Region: Asterisks 
indicate sites of liquefaction during the 1886 event 
(after Elton and Hadj-Hamou, 1990). 
3.0 INVENTORY OF EXISTING ESSENTIAL FACILITIES 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of inventories made of existing essential facilities between 
February and July, 1999. Investigations to determine typical foundation and soil conditions at 
schools, fire stations, and police stations in Memphis, Tennessee, St. Louis, Missouri, and 
Charleston, South Carolina was conducted. The investigations involved multiple site visits 
with city officials in these cities to record foundation characteristics of the essential facilities. 
Researchers met with professional engineers and university faculty in each area to supplement 
information collected on foundation and local subsurface conditions. 
3.1.1 Methodology 
Information gathered included building name, address, age, foundation type, size, and 
subsurface conditions. When available, other information such as existing soil bearing 
pressures and geotechnical investigation reports were collected. 
All of the essential facilities in the three cities could not be inventoried because of missing 
structure and foundation information, and the complexity of locating pertinent information 
for each structure. Therefore, a target number of 20 structures for each category (school, 
police station, fire station) was chosen to provide sufficient data to be statistically 
representative. This target number was not achieved in some cases and a smaller data base was 
used. Since foundation type is directly related to building age, an attempt was made to obtain 
a representative sample of both old and new structures. Footing types were classified into 
four categories: strip footings, spread footings, piles and drilled shafts. In many essential 
facilities it was difficult to distinguish between structures founded on bearing walls from those 
founded on strip footings. Therefore, the term "strip footings" encompasses unreinforced and 
reinforced masonry, stone, or concrete strip footings and bearing walls. 
3.2 Overview of Study Localities and Inventory Data Collection 
3.2.1 Memphis, TN 
The City of Memphis is located in Shelby County, which is located in the southeastern corner 
of the state of Tennessee. The city was founded in 1819 by three Nashville, Tennessee land 
speculators, John Overton, James Winchester, and Andrew Jackson, the future 7th President 
of the United States. It enjoyed a period of growth and prosperity in the 1840's and 1850's 
after the construction of the Navy shipyard and the Charleston-Memphis Railroad, expanding 
the booming cotton trade directed through the city. The population had reached 55,000, the 
sixth largest city in the United States at the time. 
For the purpose of this study, only schools, fire stations and police stations in Shelby County, 
and primarily those within Memphis city limits, were considered. Figure 2-4 in the preceding 
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chapter provides the spatial distribution of essential facilities throughout Shelby County. The 
areas on the map designated as Site Class E indicate the presence of alluvial sediments that are 
primarily found along the banks of the Mississippi River and along the banks of the three 
primary water courses that flow through the county. 
Discussions with local officials indicated that there are presently 162 public schools, 54 fire 
stations, and 6 police stations in the city of Memphis. Of these facilities, 17 schools, 13 fire 
stations, and 5 police precincts were inventoried and the results are presented in the 
subsequent sections of this chapter. 
3.2.2 St. Louis, Missouri 
The City of St. Louis, Missouri was founded in 1763, and incorporated into the State of 
Missouri in 1822. Throughout the early to mid-1800's, the city grew rapidly. In 1849, a large 
fire devastated 15 city blocks along the riverfront and destroyed 23 steamboats. While the fire 
destroyed the City's earliest surviving buildings, which were largely of brick and wood frame 
construction, it created the opportunity for more substantial rebuilding. Some of the fill 
material found in downtown St. Louis may be attributed to buildings destroyed in the fire. 
The skyscrapers first made their appearance in downtown St. Louis around the early 1890's. 
Structures over ten stories tall became common with the invention of the elevator. By the 
1930's, St. Louis's economy was booming and the population had reached 821,960. However, 
the depression of the 1930's led to large-scale unemployment and a halt to most building 
construction. Growth returned in the 1940's, boosted by the WWII generated employment. 
By 1950, the population had attained another high at 856,796. 
Today the population for the city of St. Louis, according to the 1999 Missouri census, is 
334,000. The significant decline can be attributed to the movement of residents to the suburbs 
and the removal of residential areas for transportation networks and urban renewal projects. 
The overall metropolitan population has continued to show growth, with almost 1 million 
residents living in St. Louis County in 1999 and 2,569,029 in the entire St. Louis metropolitan 
area. 
There are 105 schools, 30 fire stations, and 25 police stations located in the St. Louis city 
limits. Of these, 11 schools, 15 fire stations, and 6 police stations were inventoried in detail. 
3.2.3 Charleston, SC 
The historic City of Charleston is located in Charleston County, approximately midway 
along the South Carolina coastline. Only the schools, fire stations and police stations located 
within the City of Charleston, South Carolina, were considered. There are a total of 73 
schools administered by the school board of the City of Charleston, of which only 7 of the 10 
located on the Charleston peninsula (District 20) were inventoried. Of the 15 fire stations 
located in the city, 9 were inventoried. Because many of the police stations are housed in 
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buildings that were formerly owned by private businesses, the original owners retained the 
structural drawings and thus only one of the 5 police stations could be inventoried. 
3.3 Results of Inventory in Memphis, Tennessee 
3.3.1 School Foundations 
The 162 public schools in the city of Memphis incorporate approximately 539 buildings of 
which 52 percent are unreinforced masonry (URM), 40 percent are reinforced concrete (RC), 
6 percent steel (S), and 2 percent wood (W) (see Appendix A for further analysis of the 
structural types). The types of school foundations include mostly strip footings and spread 
footings, and occasionally piles or caissons. Most oJ: the school buildings are relatively light 
structures (less than three stories). The majority of schools in Memphis were built after 1950. 
For comparison, the majority of schools in St. Louis were constructed before 1950. 
Inventories for 20 buildings located at 17 schools were sampled. Figure 3-4 shows their spatial 
distribution. Tables 3-1 and 3-2 summarize all of the data collected on the inventory sheets 
found in Appendix A. Soil descriptions found in Table 3-2 were obtained from the boring 
logs presented in Appendix D. 
Of the 20 buildings inventoried, 35 percent were URM, 60 percent RC, and 5 percent steel 
frame constructed between 1924 and 1979. It should further be noted that all of the RC 
structures were constructed after 1957, while most URM structures were constructed prior to 
that year. On average, these facilities were two-story buildings with no significant basement 
structures. 
Most of these structures have a bearing pressure of approximately 125 kPa (2600 psf), and are 
founded on shallow reinforced isolated column footings with grade beams, or on spread 
footings (Table 3-1). The average footing depth was 1.2 m (4 ft.). However, in the case of 
Scenic Hills elementary and Snowden School, deeper reinforced bored piles were used due to 
the presence of softer surficial soils in these locations (Friels, 1977). The following section 
provides a more detailed discussion of soil conditions near schools inventoried. 
3.3.1.1 Soil Conditions in the Vicinity of Facilities 
Soil descriptions were determined from the boring logs presented in Appendix D and are 
presented in the United Soil Classification System (USCS) format. In general, the upper 6.1 m 
(20 ft) to 9.1 m (30 ft) of soil at the sites inventoried consist of medium stiff to very stiff clayey 
silts, and silty clays. These soils were underlain by dense to medium dense silty sands and 
clayey sands. The average ground water elevation at the locations inventoried exceeded 4.5 m 
(15 ft). The relatively high water table level at Jackson elementary, Scenic Hills, and Wells 
Station are believed to be attributed to their proximity to Wolf River. 
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According to the soils investigation report for the 1979 addition at Snowden school, it was 
noted that a shallow footing type foundation would not support the structure and would 
produce settlements exceeding 25 mm (1 in) because of the soft to medium stiff silty clay and 
clayey silt soil layers near to the surface (Friels, 1977). Thus, at this location, 914 mm (36 in) 
diameter drilled piers, which would bear on the medium dense to dense gravelly sand present 
at a depth of 7.5 m to 9.1 m (25 to 30 ft) were recommended and used. 
Figure 3-4. Location of Schools Inventoried in Shelby County 
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Table 3-1. Summary of Inventoried Schools in Shelby County: Superstructural Data 














1949 1 13260 
Central H.S. 306 S. Bellevue Yes RC 1967 3 126121 
Delano Elem. 1716 Delano Rd. No RC 1957 2 34000 
Hillcrest H.S. 4184GracelandDr. No RC 1961 2 61150 
Humes J.H.S. 659 N. Manassas St.. Yes URM 1924 3 47326 
Humes J.H.S. 659 N. Manassas St.. No URM 1940 3 32554 
Jackson Elem. 3925 Wales Ave. No RC 1957 2 33051 
Kansas St. 
Elem. 
1353 Kansas St. Yes RC 1960 2 13909 
Lincoln Elem. 1566 Orleans St. No RC 1963 3 46218 
Macon Elem. 968 N. Mendenhall 
Rd. 
No URM 1955 2 33051 
Manassas H.S. 781 Firestone Ave. No RC 1977 3 6900 
Memphis 
T.H.S. 
3294 Poplar Ave. No URM 1962 2 33662 
Messick Voc. 
&A.C. 
703 S. Greer St. No RC 1953 3 12180 
Messick Voc. 
&A.C. 
703 S. Greer St. No RC 
(Gym) 
1963 1 19590 
Orleans Elem. 1400 McMillian St. No RC 1965 2 63888 
Scenic Hills 
Elem. 
3450 Scenic Hwy. Yes RC 1957 2 32168 
Shannon 
Elem. 
2248 Shannon Ave. No RC 1959 2 54522 
Snowden 
J.H.S. 
1870 N. Pkwy Yes URM 1979 2 32900 
Wells Station 
Elem. 
1610 Wells Station 
Rd. 
No URM 1953 1 33283 
Westside 
Elem. 
3347 Dawn Dr. No URM 1956 2 20420 
Notes: 
1. School will be completely demolished and rebuilt at Kansas St. site under the MCS - Capital 
Improvement Program (1996-2000) 
2. Statistics from Inventory 
No. URM: 7 
NoR. C : 12 
No Steel Frame: 1 
3. Subsurface information was available for each structure. See Appendix D for logs of borings. 
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Table 3-2. Summary of Inventoried Schools in Shelby County: 



















square column RC 
footings tied together 
with grade beams 
3 2000 No 15 0-14ft Stiff (ML-CL); 14-24ft 





column RC footings 
with addit. 5ft of sand 
fill placed over 
existing slab (see 
bsmt. Floor plan) 
6 2000 No 15 0-14ft Stiff (ML-CL); 14-24ft 





Isolated, RC footings 3 1250 Yes 30 0-38ft Medium-Stiff (CL-ML); 38-
49ft Medium Dense-Dense (SP); 49-
69ft Medium Dense-Stiff (SM-SC-




square column RC 
footings 
3 2000 No 20 0-32ft Stiff-Very Stiff (CL-ML); 32-




square column RC 
footings tied together 
with grade beams 





square column RC 
footings tied together 
with grade beams 





square column RC 
footings 




square column RC 
footings 
3-13 3000 Yes 34 0-39ft Stiff-Very Stiff (ML-CL); 39-
55ft Medium-Very Dense (SM-SC); 
55-89ft Dense-Very Dense (SP-SC-




square column RC 
footings 
3 4000 No 37 0-33ft Medium-Stiff (ML-CL); 33-
52ft Medium Dense-Very Dense 




square column RC 
footings 
2 5000 Yes 17 0-11ft Stiff (ML); ll-19ft Medium 





square column RC 
footings 
4 2000 No 25 0-23ft Stiff (CL-ML); 23-35ft 




square column RC 
footings 
4 2000 No 48 0-30ft Stiff-Very Stiff (CL); 30-39ft 
Very Stiff (CL); 39-52ft Dense-Very 
Dense (SP-SM); 52-101ft Dense-Very 
Dense (SP) 
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Table 3-2 (Continued). Summary of Inventoried Schools in Shelby County: 
Soil and Foundation Conditions 

















square column RC 
footings 
5 4000 No 40 0-22ft Medium-Stiff (CL-ML); 22-
36ft Dense-Very Dense (SC-SM-SP); 





square column RC 
footings 
6 4000 No 40 0-22ft Medium-Stiff (CL-ML); 22-
36ft Dense-Very Dense (SC-SM-SP); 




square column RC 
footings 
5 2000 No 37 0-25ft Medium-Stiff (ML-CL); 25-
52ft Medium Dense-Very Dense 





piles with belled base 
(pile detail available) 
27 7000 Yes 2 0-4ft(ML); 4-8ft (CL); 8-16ft (ML); 







3 2000 Yes 22 0-22ft Stiff (ML-CL); 





piers with belled 
(caisson) base. Top 
of drilled piers 
connected by grade 
beams. 
27 7500 No 7-20 0-27ft Medium-Very Stiff (CL-ML); 





square column RC 
footings 




square column RC 
footings 
4 5000 Yes 15 0-15ft Medium (CL-ML); 15-25ft 
Medium Stiff (ML); 25-40ft 
Medium Dense-Dense (SP-SM); 40-
55ft Dense (GP-SP); 55-60ft Dense-
Very Dense (SM-SP); 60-73ft Very 
Dense (GP); 73-80ft Very Dense 
(SM) 
Notes: 
1. General Footing Type: Isolated concrete footings Shallow spread footings are located beneath all walls, and grade 
beams used to tie individual footings together where so indicated. 
2. Avg. Bearing Pressure: 2600 psf. 
3. Avg. Depth of Shallow Footings: 4 ft. 
4. Refer to Appendix D for logs of borings. 
5. Basements not present. Below grade boiler rooms located at Kansas St. Elem. (4 ft deep) and Snowden JHS. (10 ft 
ceiling height). 
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3.3.2 Fire and Police Stations in Memphis, TN 
There are 54 fire stations in Memphis where the oldest existing structure still used was 
constructed in 1958. Of these, the thirteen facilities inventoried are shown onvFigure 3-5. 
Fourteen fire stations were inventoried for a coverage of approximately 25 percent of the 
structures. The 13 fire stations inventoried were one-story reinforced concrete or steel 
structures, without basements. They have shallow spread footings with an average bearing 
pressure of 115 kPa (2400 psf). Occasionally pile foundations were used. Table 3.3 
summarizes all of the data collected on the inventory sheets found in Appendix A. 
Memphis has 9 main police precinct buildings and an additional 32 police stations throughout 
the city. Of the 9 precinct buildings, the 5 facilities inventoried are shown on Figure '3-6 and 
the collected information summarized in Table 3-4. The police precinct buildings were all 
reinforced concrete structures and were constructed after 1959. With the exception of Central 
police precinct, which is the police headquarters in the City of Memphis, all of the, other 
precincts were housed in one story buildings without basements, and founded on shallow 
spread footings with an average depth of 0.6 m (2 ft). All of the police stations inventoried 
were constructed after 1950, and most were single story. 
3.3.2.1 Soil Conditions in the Vicinity of Facilities g 
f :!' 
ft' 
Since no soil reports could be obtained for the facilities inventoried, their location^ was cross-
referenced with the location of the Class D and Class E site categories previously*shown on 
Figure 2-4. This map suggests that Central Police Precinct is possibly located in potentially 
liquefiable soils. 
3.4 Results of Inventory in St. Louis, Missouri 
3.4.1 School Foundations 
There are approximately 105 schools located within the city limits of St. Louis. The types of 
school foundations include strip footings and spread footings and occasionally piles or drilled 
piers. This is logical since most of the school buildings are relatively light structures (less than 
three stories) and located on stiff clay. Since St. Louis is an older city, some of the schools are 
over 100 years old and the majority (approximately 73 percent) were constructed pre-1950. 
An inventory of about 10 percent of the schools, taking representative samples from different 
decades, shows that almost all of the schools constructed before 1950 used unreinforced strip 
footings or unreinforced spread footings. In the mid-1950's, the practice of designing new 
school buildings changed from in-house design by city architects to design by private 
architects. Design details changed accordingly. For instance, spread and strip footings were 
tied to columns or bearing walls using reinforcement. 
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Figure 3-5. Fire Stations Inventoried in Shelby County 
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Table 3-3. Inventory of Memphis Fire Stations 
Fire 
Station 





















N o R C 1974 
Shallow isolated, square 





N o R C 1981 
Shallow isolated, square 





N o R C 1981. 
Shallow isolated, square 





Yes R C 1988 
Shallow isolated, square 
column R C footings, tied 
together with R C grade 
beams running transversely 





N o R C 1965 
Shallow isolated, square 
column RC footings 
2 4000 
41 
2161 Ridge way 
Rd. 
N o R C 1970 
Steel columns on square 
column R C footings, with 
walls placed on R C pads. 
3 2500 
43 
1253 E. Holmes 
Rd. 
N o R C 1958 











Shallow isolated, square 









Shallow isolated, square 





Yes R C 1972 
Load bearing walls and R C 




4351 New Allen 
Rd. 
Yes RC 1974 
Load bearing walls, and 





N o R C 1975 
Slabs turned down over tops 










Shallow isolated, square 
column R C footings 
2 2500 
Notes: 
1. General Footing Type: Isolated reinforced concrete lootings. 
2. No. URM: 0. 
3. No.RC: 10. 
4. Avg. No of Stories: 1. 
5. Yr. Range: 1958-1989. 
6. Avg. Bearing Pressure: 2400 psf. 
7. Avg. Construction Yr. 1974. 
8. Subsurface information was not available for these structures. 
9. Liquefiable soils not present. 








Figure 3-6. Police Stations Inventoried in Shelby County 





















Spread footings running 
beneath all walls 






Spread footings running 
beneath all walls 
supporting slab floor 







Spread footings running 
beneath all walls 
supporting slab floor 







Spread footings running 
beneath all walls 
supporting slab floor 






Shallow isolated, square 
column RC footings 
3 3000 Yes 
Notes: 
1. General Footing Type: Isolated reinforced concrete footings. 
2. All structures are reinforced concrete (no. URM or steel frame). 
3. Avg. N o of Stories: 1. 
4. Yr. Range: 1959-1980. Avg. Construction Yr. 1971. 
5. Avg. Bearing Pressure: 2000 psf. 
6. Avg. Footing Depth 2 ft. 
7. Shallow spread footings are located beneath all walls, and grade beams used to tie individual footings 
together where so indicated. 
8. Geotechnical investigation report not available for these structures. Presence of liquefiable soils inferred 
from cross-referencing building location with available boring log information and liquefaction potential 
map by Hwang et. al. 1999. 
9. N o basements in the inventoried structures. 
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Table 3-5. Summary of Inventoried Schools in St. Louis, MO 
Name Address Foundation Type Year Built 
No. of 
Stories 
Yeatman Middle 4265 Athlone Ave. 
RC strip/RC spread 
footings 
1966 3 
Jackson Elementry 1632 Hogan St. URC strip footings 1899 3 
Jackson School - Multi-Purpose 
Add. 1632 Hogan St. Drilled shafts 1964 1 
Peabody Elementary School 1424 South 14th St. Concrete piles 1956 3 
Shepard Elementary School 3450 Wisconsin Ave. URC strip footings 1905 2 
Lafayette Elementary School 815 Ann Ave. URC strip footings 1906 3 
Webster Middle School 2127 North 11th St. URC strip footings 1989 2 
Webster Middle School -
Multi-Purpose Add. 
2128 North 11th St. RC strip footings 1963 1 
Clay Elementary School 3820 North 14th St. URC strip footings 1904 2 








Williams Middle School 3955 St. Ferdinand Ave. 
RC strip/RC spread 
footings 
1963 2 
Lyon Elementary School 7417 Vermont Ave. URC strip footings 1910 2 
3.4.2 Fire Station Foundations 
There are approximately 30 fire stations in St. Louis. Most are two stories high and founded 
on stiff clay. Strip or spread footings are the common foundation type. Occasionally piles are 
used in locations where upper soils are relatively weak. An inventory of almost half of the 
fire stations showed that most of the foundations are unreinforced, especially buildings 
constructed before the 1950's. The results of the inventory are shown in Table 3-6. 
3.4.3 Police Station Foundations 
Of the 30-35 police buildings owned by the police in St. Louis, there are 6 primary police 
buildings that fall within the definition of an essential facility. The main police buildings are 
the Police Headquarters, the Police Academy, the City Radio Communications Center, and 
the three Police Substations located in the northwest, central, and south sections of the city. 
The seven-story Police Headquarters building was constructed in 1927 and is founded on 45 
25 
cm.(18 in) diameter piles. The Police Academy was also built in 1927 on reinforced concrete 
piles, approximately 38 to 45 cm (15 to 18 in) diameter and 9.4 m (30 ft) long. There is no 
reinforcement connecting the piles to the footings. 
Table 3-6. Summary of Inventoried Fire Stations in St. Louis, MO 
Name Address Foundation Type Year Built No . Stories 
# 5 2123 N . Market RC Spread/RC Strip Footings 1952 2 
#10 4161 Kennerly URC Strip Footings 1907 2 
#19 6624 Morganford URC Spread/URC Strip Footings 1955 2 
#20 5600 Prescott U R C Spread Footings 1959 2 
#23 6500 Michigan URC Strip Footings 1921 2 
#24 5245 Natural Bridge URC Strip Footings 1921 2 
#26 4250 Margretta URC Strip Footings 1916 2 
#27 5435 Partridge U R C Strip Footings 1921 2 
#28 4810Enright RC Spread/RC Strip Footings 1959 2 
#30 541 Debaliviere URC Strip Footings 1956 2 
#33 8300 N . Broadway URC Strip Footings 1908 2 
#35 5459 Arsenal U R C Strip Footings 1921 2 
#36 5000 S. Kings 
Hwy. 
RC Strip Footings 1926 2 
Pre-1986, numerous small police stations located throughout the city existed. However, in 
the late 1980's, these stations were consolidated into larger substations. The City Radio 
Communication Center and three substations were all designed using "Special Provisions for 
Seismic Design," Appendix A of the ACI-318-083 code. The foundations for all three 
substations were reinforced concrete spread lootings. Column reinforcement was tied into 
the spread footings, but was not spliced to footing base reinforcement. The City Radio 
Communication Center is three stories high, with no basement. The foundations are designed 
for bearing pressures of 86.2 kPa (1800 psf) based on the soils report showing moderately firm 
fine-grained soil. The substations are all one story steel frame buildings with a basement. The 
buildings were designed for bearing pressures of 120 kPa (2500 psf). The results of the 
inventory are shown below. 
Table 3-7. Inventory of St. Louis Police Stations 







S. Area Command 3157 Sublette Ave. RC Spread Footings 1988 1 2500 
Central Area Command 919 N.Jefferson Ave RC Spread Footings 1989 1 2500 
Northwest Area Command 4014 Union Blvd. RC Spread Footings 1988 1 1800 
Radio Comm. Center 213131313 RC Spread Footings 1986 3 1800 
Police Headquarters 1200 Clark Piles (unknown type) 1927 7 -
Academy (Gymnasium) 315 South Tucker Piles (RC) 1927 - -
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3.5 Results of Inventory in Charleston, South Carolina 
3.5.1 School Foundations 
The locations of the 7 District 20 schools (total of 10 buildings) inventoried are shown on 
Figure 3-7. Tables 3-8 and 3-9 summarize all of the data collected on the inventory sheets 
found in Appendix C. It should also be noted that the soil descriptions presented in Table 3-9 
were obtained from the boring logs presented in Appendix D. 
Figure 3-7. Schools Inventoried in Charleston, SC 
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Table 3-8. Summary of Inventoried Schools in Charleston, SC: Superstructural Data 
Name Address Building Type Year Built No. of Stories5 
Buist Elem. 
103 Calhoun St. 
Charleston 29401 
URM 1920 3 
Buist Elem. 
103 Calhoun St. 
Charleston 29401 
URM 1948 3 
Courtenay M.S. 
382 Meeting St., 
Charleston 29403 
URM 1953 2 
Fraser Elem. 
63 Columbus St., 
Charleston 29403 
URM 1956 2 
Memminger Elem. 
20 Beaufain St., Charleston 
29403 
URM 1938 3 
Memminger Elem. 
20 Beaufain St., Charleston 
29403 
URM 1953 2 
Mitchell Elem. 
2 Perry St. Charleston 
29403 
RC 1989 2 
Rivers M.S. 
1002 King St., Charleston 
29403 Steel Frame 
1984 2 
James Is. H.S. 
1000 Fort Johnson Rd., 
Charleston 29412 
RC 1982 2 
James Is. M.S. 
1484 Camp Rd., 
Charleston 29412 
RC 1982 1 
Notes: 
1. No. URM: 6. 
2. Yr. Range: 1920-1969. Avg. Construction Yr: 1954. 
3. No. RC: 3. 
4. No. Steel Frame: 1. 
5. No significant basement structures associated with the facilities inventoried in Charleston, SC. 
The structures inventoried were constructed between 1920 and 1989. It may also be seen that 
the majority of the older schools (constructed prior to 1956) were unreinforced masonry 
structures, while reinforced concrete and steel frame structures were used at the newer 
facilities. These facilities are generally housed in two-story buildings without basements, and 
are founded on spread footings with an average depth of 1 m (3 ft). Deep foundations 
generally consist of steel H-piles. The average bearing pressure for all of these facilities is 
approximately 96 kPa (2000 psf) on spread footings. 
3.5.1.1 Soil Conditions in the Vicinity of Schools 
From Table 3-9 it may be seen that the soils in the vicinity of the schools inventoried 
consisted of loose silty and clayey sands that extended to a depth of approximately 8.5 m (28 
ft), and are underlain by soft to medium stiff low plasticity clay and denser silty sands. The 
stiff green calcareous clay layer locally known as the Cooper River Marl then underlies the 
28 
latter soil. The ground water table is generally 1 m (3 ft) beneath the surface which could 
possibly lead to liquefaction, especially at those sites where loose sands are present. 
3.5.2 Fire and Police Stations 
Nine of the 15 fire stations and one of the 5 police stations in Charleston were inventoried. 
Their location is shown on Figure 3-8. Tables 3-10 and 3-11 summarize the data collected on 
the inventory sheets found in Appendix C. 
As may be seen on Table 3-10 the police and fire stations inventoried are single-story 
reinforced concrete structures constructed between 1971 and 1997. The average bearing 
pressure of these structures is approximately 96 kPa (2000 psf) and are founded on spread 
footings with an average depth of 0.6 m (2 ft), unless poor soil conditions required the use of 
deep foundations, as was the case at: fire station No. 7. Many of the older structures for which 
foundation drawings cannot be accessed are unreinforced masonry structures and are founded 
on corbelled footings. These consist of a layered system of bricks such that the broadest row 
of bricks is at the base with each successive layer decreasing in breadth until the proper width 
desired for the construction of the superstructure is attained. 
It should be noted that the primary limitation to making accurate assessments of existing 
foundation and structural information was the absence of complete sets of structural drawings 
for these facilities. Where adequate engineering drawings were unavailable, knowledge of 
construction trends and experience of local building practice possessed by local engineers was 
sought in order to make estimations of structural and foundation type and thus is primarily 
an educated/experienced approximation. 
3.5.2.2 Soil Conditions in the Vicinity of Police and Fire Stations 
As was noted for the schools inventoried, the soils in the vicinity of the police and fire 
stations inventoried are composed of a layer of primarily loose silty and clayey sands to a 
depth of approximately 7.6 m (25 ft), underlain by denser clays and sand mixtures, under 
which the stiffer Cooper River marl may be found. As was found at the schools inventoried, 
the ground water table was encountered at approximately 1 m (3 ft) beneath the surface, and 
in combination with looser sands, could potentially present the possibility of liquefaction at 
these sites. 
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Table 3-9. Summary of Inventoried Schools in Charleston, SC: 
Soil and Foundation Conditions 













Circular RC piles 
on a 3-10'spacing 
beneath walls. 
2ft top of pile 
cap. 40ft pile 
length 
2000 - - None Available 
Buist Elem. 
8" diameter RC 
piles on a 3-
5'spacing beneath 
walls. 
2ft top of pile 
cap. 40ft pile 
length 




square column RC 
footings 
1.5 1500 Yes 3.3 
0-2ft Loose (SM); 2-4ft Loose 
(SP); 4-9ft Loose (SC); 9-27ft 
Very Soft to Med. Dense (CH); 
27-33ft Loose (SC); 33-37.5ft 
Soft (CH); 37.5-42.5ft Stiff 





beneath all walls. 




beneath all walls. 




square column RC 
footings 




footings on 98ft 




beneath the walls. 
100 3000 Yes 4 
0-2ft Loose (SM); 2-4ft Loose 
(ML); 4-6.5ft Med. (CL); 6.5-9ft 
Loose (ML); 9-22.5ft Med. (CL); 
22.5-27ft Stiff (CH); 27-33ft 
Loose (ML); 33-42.5ft Stiff 




footings on 98ft 




beneath the walls. 
100 3000 Yes 3.2 
0-2ft Very Loose (SP); 2-6.5ft 
Loose-Very Loose (SP); 6.5-18ft 
Very Soft (CL); 18-23ft Loose 
(SM); 23-37ft Med. Dense-Very 
Loose (SP); 37-53ft Med.-Very 





footings on 98ft 




beneath the walls. 
100 3000 Yes 2.4 
0-12ft Very Loose-Loose (SM); 
12-19.5ft Very Loose-Loose 





beneath all walls. 
4 2000 - - None Available 
Notes: 
1. Avg. Bearing Pressure: 2250 psf. Avg. Depth of Shallow Footings: 3 ft. 
2. Shallow spread footings are located beneath all walls. Grade beams tie isolated footings together. 
3. Refer to Appendix D for actual Boring Logs used. 
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City of Charleston 
Atlantic Ocean 
30 30 60 Miles 
Figure 3-8. Location of Police and Fire Stations Inventoried in Charleston, SC 
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Table 3-10. Summary of Inventoried Fire and Police Stations in Charleston, SC: 
Superstructural Data 
Name Address Building Type Year Built No. of Stories5 
FS#4 162 Coming St., Charleston 29403 RC 1994 
FS#7 1173 Fort Johnson, Charleston 29412 RC 1983 
FS#8 370 Huger St., Charleston 29403 RC 1975 
FS#9 1451 King St., Charleston 29403 RC 1981 
FS#10 1 Nicholson Dr., Charleston 29407 RC 1973 
FS#11 1517 Savannah Hwy, Charleston 29407 RC 1978 
FS#13 298 Folly Rd., Charleston 29412 RC 1995 
FS#16 
81 Ashley Hall Plantation Rd., 
Charleston 29407 RC 1983 





14 Lockwood Dr., Charleston 29401 RC 1971 2 
Notes: 
1. Yr. Range: 1971-1997. Avg. Construction Yr 1983. 
2. No. URM: 0. 
3. No. RC: 8. 
4. No. Steel Frame: 0. 
5. There are no significant basement structures associated with the facilities inventoried in Charleston, SC. 



















beneath all walls. 
2 1500 Yes 3.3 
0-2ft Loose (SM); 2-4ft Loose (SP); 4-
9ft Loose (SC); 9-27ft Very Soft to 
Med. Dense (CH); 27-33ft Loose 
(SC); 33-37.5ft Soft (CH); 37.5-42.5ft 




beneath all walls. 
2 1500 - - None Available 
F'S#8 
Spread footings 
beneath all walls. 
2 1500 Yes 3.2 
0-2ft Very Loose (SP); 2-6.5ft Loose-
Very Loose (SP); 6.5-18ft Very Soft 
(CL); 18-23ft Loose (SM); 23-37ft 
Med. Dense-Very Loose (SP); 37-53ft 




beneath all walls. 
2 2000 Yes 4.7 
0-2ft Loose (SM); 2-4.5ft Very Soft 
(CL); 4.5-7ft Soft (SC); 7-14.5ft 
Loose-Very Loose (SM);14.5-19.5ft 
Loose-Med. (SM-SP); 19.5-33ft Med.-
Loose (SM); 33-53ft Med.-Stiff (CL); 




beneath all walls. 
2 1500 - - None Available 
FS#11 
Spread footings 
beneath all walls. 
2 1500 Yes 2.5 
0-2ft Loose (SM); 2-4.5ft Very Soft 
(SC); 4.5-9.5ft Loose-Very Loose 
(SM); 9.5-27.5ft Loose-Very Loose 




square column RC 
footings on top of 
40ft long treated 
timber piles, tied 
together by grade 
beams 
43 3000 - - None Available 
FS#16 
Spread footings 
beneath all walls. 
2.5 2500 Yes 3 
0-2ft Loose (SM); 2-4.5ft Med. (CL); 
4.5-17ft Med.-Loose (SM); 17-21.5ft 
Very Stiff (MH-CH) 
FS#17 
Shallow isolated 
square column RC 
footings on top of 
40ft long treated 
timber piles 
42 2500 Yes 4.2 
0-19.5ft Loose-Med. (SM-SP); 19.5-
24ft Very Soft (CH); 24-39.5ft Dense 






beneath all walls. 
2 2500 - - None Available 
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3.6 Summary 
Inventories from the essential facilities are limited, however they indicate that similarities exist 
between the structures in each location. In general it may be said that unless soil conditions 
or large bearing pressures required otherwise, shallow footing foundations were used to 
accommodate an average bearing pressure of 96 kPa (2000 psf). Moreover, most of the older 
facilities constructed prior to 1955 utilized unreinforced masonry structures, which typically 
have a high probability of damage in the event of an earthquake. Therefore the effects of 
strong ground shaking are of more concern than liquefaction in St. Louis and Memphis. 
However, the differences in general soil types suggests that soils in the vicinity of essential 
facilities in Charleston are the more susceptible to liquefaction, lateral spreading, and large 
earthquake-induced settlement. Therefore, both the influences of strong ground shaking and 
liquefaction are important in Charleston,. 
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APPENDIX A -INVENTORY OF ESSENTIAL FACILITIES 
IN MEMPHIS, TN 
During two, two-day trips to the city of Memphis in March and April of 1999, inventories 
were completed for several essential facilities (schools, fire stations, police stations) in the 
city. The selection criteria used to determine which facilities would be inventoried were 
developed based upon the intended goal of the inventory exercise - to obtain data which 
would assist in the characterization/determination of typical building and foundation 
types present in essential facilities in the city of Memphis. Therefore, the buildings 
inventoried provide a good indication of the age range, structural type, and foundation 
type that are common in this city. Moreover, the collected data would be helpful in the 
assessment of the seismic performance of current facilities and aid in the development of 
any remediation programs involving modifications to the structure or to soils beneath 
existing foundations in order to improve performance of the structural system in the event 
of a sizeable earthquake (> MMI = 5) in the New Madrid Seismic Zone. 
A.l Building Inventory Sheets for Schools 
The schools inventoried were selected based on the following criteria: 1) spatial 
distribution across the city of Memphis; 2) proximity to potentially liquefiable areas as 
identified by the liquefaction potential map developed by Hwang et al. 1998 for Shelby 
county; and 3) building age and structural type as determined from the database for all 
public school buildings in Memphis as collected and reported by Hwang et al. 1999. Table 
A-l and Figure A-l were produced from an analysis of this database and provide a clear 
indication of the structural types present at the 162 public schools (539 buidlings) 
administered by the city of Memphis. 
The inventories for the twenty schools selected were completed by Ms. Lois Boxill (LB) of 
the Georgia Institute of Technology, and Messrs. Tom Hunt (TH) and Boris Leoro (BL) 
of the University of Illinois. The structural drawings housed at the Memphis City Schools 
Facilities Planning Office (MCS) were utilized for the inventory. The following section 
contains the information recorded on the inventory sheets for each of the facilities 
inventoried. All of the recorded data was synthesized to produce the tables in Chapter 3. 
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Table A-1. Summary of Building Types at the 162 Public Schools in Memphis: 
generated from data gathered by Hwang et al. (1999). 
Building Type # of Buildings 
Modal 
Construction Year 




214 1962 1922-1992 
Unreinforced 
Masonry (URM) 
284 1959 1903-1994 
Steel (S) 30 1960 1943-1985 
Wood (W) 11 1950 1933-1958 
Total: 539 





Figure A-1. Summary of Structural Types for Public School Buildings in Memphis: 
generated from data gathered by Hwang et al. (1999). 
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A. 1.1 Central High School GyM 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 306 S. Bellevue, Memphis 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1949 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made of available drawings. 
Number of Stories: 1; 13.260sq. ft. Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Shallow ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 31 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: First floor elev.: 301.22 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does arty Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.2 Central High School 1967 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 306 S. Bellevue, Memphis 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1967 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made of available drawings. 
Number of Stories: 3: 126,121sq. ft. Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Square shallow ftgs., RC. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 6_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity /Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.3 Delano Elementary School 1957 Addition 
Date: BL 
Inventor: 4/29/99 
Street Address: 1716 Delano Rd. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: XBuilding Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1957 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated RC footings Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 2'-4' Bearing Pressures Existing: 1250psf design pressure 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.4 Hillcrest High School 1961 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 4184 Graceland Dr. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1961 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below).- Photocopies made, but sheet S-1 with foundation 
plan is missing. 
Number of Stories: 2: 61.150 sq. ft.; RC Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: RC. isolated square ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 31 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A. 1.5 Humes Junior High School 1924 Original Building 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 659 N. Manassas St. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1924 original bldg. 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 3: 47.326sq.ft. 
Is there a basement: No: Has boiler room. 4' beneath ground elevation at 137'. 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Shallow sq. RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 6_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et ah 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.6 Humes Junior High School 1940 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 659 N. Manassas St. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1940 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 3: 32.554sq.ft. Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Shallow ftgs. With grade beams. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 3_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.7 Jackson Elementary School 1957 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: BL 
Street Address: 3925 Wales Ave. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1957, RC 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Shallow RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.8 Kansas Street Elementary School 1960 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: BL 
Street Address: 1353 Kansas St. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1960 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Copies of drawings made. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: Subgrade Boiler room. 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 3'-13' Bearing Pressures Existing: 3000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.9 Lincoln Elementary School 1963 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: BL 
Street Address: 1566 Orleans St. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1963 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made of drawings. 
Number of Stories: 3. Is there a basement: No 
j 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Shallow, 5'sq. RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 3_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 4000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.10 Macon Elementary School 1955 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 968 North Mendenhall Rd. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/GPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1955 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 5000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.l . l l Manassas High School 1977 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 781 Firestone Ave. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1977 , 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 3. Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated RC figs. 5'-8' square. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 4_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.12 Memphis Technical High School 1962 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: BL 
Street Address: 3924 Poplar Ave. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1962 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 4J. Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determined from Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.13 Messick Vocational and Admit Center 1953 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: BL 
Street Address: 703 S. Greer St. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1953 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 3 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 51 Bearing Pressures Existing: 4000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determined from Boring Logs collected by Hwang et aL 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.14 Messick Vocational and Admit Center Gym 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 703 S. Greer St. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1963 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 6_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 4'0'OOpsf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.15 Orleans Elementary School 1965 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 1400 McMillan St. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1965 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below).- Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 5_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.16 Scenic Hills Elementary School 1957 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 3450 Scenic Highway 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Draiwings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1957 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: RC bored piles, w/ 3'grade beams Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 25'-30' Bearing Pressures Existing: 7000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.17 Shannon Elementary School 1959 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 2248 Shannon Ave. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1959 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced concrete ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 2'-5'. 3' on avg. Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure _Fault Rupture 
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A.1.18 Snowden Junior High School 1979 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 1870 N. Pkwy. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1979 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 2: 32.900sq.ft. Is there a basement: No, but has elevator pit. 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: RC bored piles, w/ 3'grade beams Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 25'-30' Bearing Pressures Existing: 7500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom 1977 Foundation Soils Investigation report for site.) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.19 Wells Station Elementary School 1953 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 1610 Wells Station Rd. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1953 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1: 33.283sq. ft. Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Square, isolated RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 4J. Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.1.20 Westside Elementary School 1956 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 3347 Dawn Drive 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1956 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated square RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 4 Bearing Pressures Existing: 5000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determinedfrom Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2 Building Inventory Sheets for Fire Stations 
Initially, the Fire Stations inventoried were to be selected based upon spatial distribution 
across Memphis, proximity to potentially liquefiable soils, and their ability to indicate any 
trends or changes in the design of structures and foundations for these facilities in the 
Memphis area. However, during a visit to the Building Design and Construction Office 
(BDCO) for the City of Memphis in April 1999, only building drawings for thirteen (13) 
of the fifty-four (54) total fire stations in Memphis were available for access. Therefore, 
Ms. Boxill (LB) and Messrs. Hunt (TH), and Leoro (BL) completed inventories for the 
thirteen fire stations with available structural drawings. 
The following section contains the information recorded on the inventory sheets for each 
of the facilities inventoried. Moreover, all of the recorded data is summarized in the tables 
found in Chapter 3. 
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A.2.1 Fire Station #8 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: BL 
Street Address: 625 Mississippi Blvd. 
Information Source: Building Design & Construction Office (BDCO) 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1974 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated RC footings Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 5_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2.2 Fire Station #12 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: BL 
Street Address: 980 E. McLemore Ave. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1981 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated, square RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2.3 Fire Station #14 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: BL 
Street Address: 980 E. McLemore Ave. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Draiwings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1981 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated, square. RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2.4 Fire Station #16 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: BL 
Street Address: 1078 E. Pkwy South 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1988 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Iso. Sq. RC ftgs. & grade beams Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: T_ Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2.5 Fire Station #35 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 3305 S. Mendenhall Rd. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1965 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: i Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Inforriiation (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: RC strip & isol. Ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 4000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2.6 Fire Station #41 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 2161 Ridgeway Rd. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1970 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated, s'q, RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 3_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2.7 Fire Station #43 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 1253 E. Holmes Rd. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundiation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1958 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: I Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced sq. ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2.8 Fire Station #44 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 6091 Walnut Grove Rd. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1970 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated square RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 3_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2.9 Fire Station #46 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 3423 Scenic Hwy. 
Information Source: B'D'CO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1970 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated square RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 3_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure FauIt Rupture 
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A.2.10 Fire Station #48 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 4985 Raleigh-Lagrange Rd. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1972 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: RC piles with grade beams. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 341 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: v 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2.11 Fire Station #49 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 4351 New Allen Rd. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1974 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Load bearing walls on RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: T_ Bearing Pressures Existing: 2250 psf continuous ftgs. 
3000 psffor pad ftgs. 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2.12 Fire Station #52 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 6675 Winchester Rd. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X_Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1975 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: ! Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced strip ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: T_ Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.2.13 Fire Station #54 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 599 N. Sanga Rd. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1989 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated, square, RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (No subsurface information is available). 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.3 Building Inventory Sheets for Police Stations 
Structural drawings for each of the five existing police precincts in the city of Memphis 
were housed at the Building Design and Construction Office (BDCO) located at Memphis 
City Hall. The recorded notes are presented in the following section. 
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A.3.1 North Police Precinct 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 3633 Old Allen Rd. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1975 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 2'avg. Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (None available) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.3.2 South Police Precinct 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 819 E. Raines Rd. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1980 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: I Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (None available) 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.3.3 East Police Precinct 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 2602 Mt. Moriah Rd. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1979 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (None available) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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A.3.4 West Police Precinct 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 1925 Union Ave. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1964 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
* Building was previously John T. Fisher Motor Co. (used car sales). 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: No soil info., but earth fill around all footings and columns made with good firm 
yellow clay that was well compacted with an automatic tamping machine. 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present 
Slope Failure _Fault Rupture 
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A.3.5 Central Police Precinct 
Date: 4/30/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 79 S. Flicker St. 
Information Source: BDCO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
/ 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1959 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Photocopies made. 
Number of Stories: 5. Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated, square RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 3_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 3000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (None available) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture' 
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APPENDIX B -INVENTORY OF ESSENTIAL FACILITIES IN ST. 
LOUIS, MO 
B.l Building Inventory for Schools 
An inventory of about 10% of the schools, taking representative samples from 
different decades, shows that almost all of the schools constructed before 1950 used 
unreinforced strip footings or unreinforced spread footings. In the mid-1950's, the 
practice of designing school new school buildings changed from in-house design (by 
city architects) to out-house design (by private architects). Design details changed 
accordingly. In particular, such as spread and strip footings were tied to columns or 
bearing walls using reinforcement. 
The inventories for the Schools, police and fire stations were compiled by Messrs. 
Tom Hunt (TH) and Boris Leoro (BL) of the University of Illinois. The following 
section contains the information recorded on the inventory sheets for each of the 
facilities inventoried 
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B.l.l Kansas Street Elementary Sclhool 1960 Addition 
Date: 4/29/99 
Inventor: BL 
Street Address: 1353 Kansas St. 
Information Source: MCS 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 19(30 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Copies of drawings made. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: Subgrade Boiler room. 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated RC ftgs. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 3'-13' Bearing Pressures Existing: 3000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (determined from Boring Logs collected by Hwang et al. 1989) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
i 
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B.1.2 St. Louis Jackson School 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 1632Hogan 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1899 - Various additions 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 3 Is there a basement: Yes 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced Masonry Bearing Number of Supporting Columns: 
Walls-see attached 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.1.3 St. Louis Yeatman Middle School 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 4265 Athlone Ave. 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1966 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 3 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Reinforced Concrete Strip footing Number of Supporting Columns: 
Reinforced Concrete Spread Footing 
Piles Connected to Reinforced Concrete Pile Cap 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: - Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.1.4 St. Louis Peabody Elementary School 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 1424 South 14th St. , ' 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1956 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 3 Is there a basement: Yes 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Reinforced Concrete Piles Number of Supporting Columns: > 100 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: See Attached 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
B-6 
B.1.5 St. Louis Jackson School Addition (Multi-Purpose Room Addition) 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 1632 Hogan 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1964 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Drilled Piers Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.1.6 St. Louis Shepard Elementary School 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 3540 Wisconsin Ave. 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1905 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Bearing Walls Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.1.7 St. Louis Lafayette Elementary School 
Date: 8/15/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 815 Ann Ave. 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1905 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: Yes 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced Masonry Strip Number of Supporting Columns: 
Footings (Bearing Walls') 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.1.8 St. Louis Webster Middle School 
Date: 8/15/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 2127 North 11th St. 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1906 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 3 Is there a basement: Yes 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced Masonry Bearing Number of Supporting Columns: 
Walls fStrip Footings) - see attached 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.1.9 St. Louis Webster Middle School - Multi-purpose Addition 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 2127 North 11th St. 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1963 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Reinforced Concrete Strip Number of Supporting Columns: 
Footings - see attached 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev.OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
B-ll 
B.1.10 St. Louis Soldan High School 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 918 North Union Blvd 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
/ 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1906 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 3. Is there a basement: Yes 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced Spread & Number of Supporting Columns: 
Strip Footings 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.l. l l St. Louis Roosevelt High School 
Date: 8/15/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 3230 Hartford Ave. 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
j 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1923 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 4 Is there a basement: Partial Basement & Tunnel 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced Strip Footings & Number of Supporting Columns: 
Spread Footings - Unreinforced 
& No Connection - see attached 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.1.12 St. Louis Williams Middle School 
Date: 8/15/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 3955 St. Ferdinand Ave. 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1963 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Reinforced Strip & Spread Number of Supporting Columns: 
Footings 
Foundation Depth: , Bearing Pressures Existing: 3000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: Borings Done - See attached 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.1.13 St. Louis Lyon Elementary School 
Date: 8/15/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 7417 Vermont Ave. 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1910 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: Yes 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced Strip Footing Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 3000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.1.14 St. Louis Clay Elementary School 
Date: 8/15/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 3820 North 14th St. 
Information Source: St. Louis Schools 
Type of Info. Available: _XBuilding Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1904 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: Yes 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced Masonry fBearing Number of Supporting Columns: 
Walls) Strip Footings - see attached 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 3000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
B.2 Building Inventory Sheets for Fire Stations 
B-16 
Initially, the Fire Stations inventoried were to be selected based upon spatial 
distribution across St. Louis, proximity to potentially liquefiable soils, and their ability 
to indicate any trends or changes in the design of structures and foundations for these 
facilities in this area. Messrs. Tom Hunt (TH), and Boris Leoro (BL) of the University 
of Illinois completed inventories for the fire stations with available structural 
drawings. The following section contains the information recorded on the inventory 
sheets for each of the facilities inventoried. 
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B.2.1 St. Louis Fire Station #5 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 2123 N. Market 
Information Source: City Hall - Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1952 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below) - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Reinforced Concrete Spread & Number of Supporting Columns: 
Strip Footings. 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.2.2 St. Louis Fire Station #10 (old 46) 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 4161 Kennedy 
Information Source: City Hall - Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1907 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: Partial Basement (8') 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Concrete Load Bearing Walls Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.2.3 St. Louis Fire Station #19 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 6624Morganford Rd. 
Information Source: City hall - Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1955 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: Is there a basement: 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Concrete Load Bearing Walls Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.2.4 St. Louis Fire Station #20 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 5600 Prescott 
Information Source: City hall - Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1959 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Various Sizes Number of Supporting Columns: 
Shallow Foundation 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.2.5 St. Louis Fire Station #23(old 23) 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 6500 Michigan 
Information Source: City Hall - Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1921 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Concrete Load Bearing Walls Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.2.6 St. Louis Fire Station #24 (old 53) 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 5245 Natural Bridge 
Information Source: City Hall - Board of Public Service (Ben Kalhorn) 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1921 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Load Bearing Walls Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture ,, 
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B.2.7 St. Louis Fire Station #26 (old 54) 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 4250 Margaretta 
Information Source: City Hall - Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1916 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: Partial Basement f8'7'' ̂  
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced Concrete Number of Supporting Columns: 
Bearing Walls 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.2.8 St. Louis Fire Station #27 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 5435 Partridge 
Information Source: City Hall - Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1921 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Concrete Load Bearing Walls Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.2.9 St. Louis Fire Station #28 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 4810 Enright 
Information Source: City Hall - Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1959 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: Partial Basement 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced Concrete Footings Number of Supporting Columns: 
& Load Bearing Walls 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.2.10 St. Louis Fire Station #30 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 541 De Baliviere 
Information Source: City Hall - Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1956 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: Partial Basement (10') 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Concrete Load Bearing Walls Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.2.11 St. Louis Fire Station #33(old 37) 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address:8300 N. Broadway 
Information Source: City Hall - Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1908 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: Yes 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Concrete Load Bearing Walls Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.2.12 St. Louis Fire Station #35 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 5459 Arsenal 
Information Source: City Hall - Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: _ Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1921 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below), - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Concrete Foundation & Footing Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
i 
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B.2.13 St/Louis Fire Station #36 (old 56) 
Date: 04/9/99 
Inventor: Boris & Tom 
Street Address: 5000 S. Kingshighway 
Information Source: City Hall -Board of Public Service 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1926 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below), c 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: Yes (8'6") 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Unreinforced Concrete Load Number of Supporting Columns: 
Bearing Walls ( 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence Of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
B-30 
B.3 Building Inventory Sheets for Police Stations 
B-31 
B.3.1 St. Louis Police Headquarters Building 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 1200 Clark 
Information Source: Building Division - St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1927 - Various Additions 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 7 Is there a basement: Yes (? Tunnel). 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Multiple Pile Caps Number of Supporting Columns: 100 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.3.2 St. Louis South Area Police Command Building (Substation 1) 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 3157 Sublette Ave. 
Information Source: Buildings Commission 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1988 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Sketch on original handwritten files. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: Yes 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread Footing (Reinforced Number of Supporting Columns: 11 
Concrete") & Concrete Slab 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 2500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (Done by Brucker & Associates) 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.3.3 St. Louis Police Academy Building 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 1200 Spruce 
Information Source: Buildings Commission 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1927 - Various Additions 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: Is there a basement: 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Reinforce Concrete Piles Number of Supporting Columns: 20 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.3.4 St. Louis Central Area Police Command Building (Substation 2) 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 919 N. Jefferson 
Information Source: Buildings Commission 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1989 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: Yes 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Reinforced Concrete Spread Number of Supporting Columns: 
Footings 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 2500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: Exact same as south building 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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B.3.5 St. Louis Northwest Area Police Command Building (Substation 3) 
Date: 5/18/99 
Inventor: TH 
Street Address: 4014 Union Building 
Information Source: Buildings Commission 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1988 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Identical with the other 2 substations 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: Yes 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Reinforced Concrete Spread Number of Supporting Columns: 
Footings 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (Done by Brucker & Associates) 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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Information Source: Buildings Commission 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1986 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Copies of drawings made. 
Number of Stories: 3 Is there a basement: 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch sliowing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Reinforced Concrete Spread Number of Supporting Columns: 4 
Footings 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 1800psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? Moderately firm cohesive soil 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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APPENDIX C - INVENTORY OF ESSENTIAL FACILITIES IN 
CHARLESTON, SC 
The inventories of all the essential facilities (schools, fire stations, and police stations) in the 
Charleston peninsular area with available structural drawings were performed by Ms. Lois 
Boxill (LB) of the Georgia Institute of Technology. The Charleston Parks Department and 
the Charleston City Schools Facilities Planning office were visited in May 1999. It should 
however be noted that the limited availability of complete sets of structural drawings for fire 
and police stations in Charleston may be primarily attributed to the fact that many of the 
structures housing these facilities were constructed within the first few decades of the century. 
Most were not originally designed as essential/emergency response facilities (e.g. several of 
these facilities are housed in converted office space). Moreover, many of the original drawings 
were retained by the original owners and are not in the possession of public city archivists. 
C.l Building Inventory Sheets for Schools 
In order to focus on essential facilities in Charleston, only public schools located within the 
Charleston city limits, and administered by the City of Charleston School Board were 
inventoried by the author during a visit to the Charleston City Schools Facilities Planning 
Office (CFPO). Therefore, inventories of all the public schools located on the Charleston 
peninsula (District 20) with available drawings were made. Moreover, inventories of 2 schools 
on James Island within the Charleston City limits also administered by the Charleston School 
Board (District 3) were also inventoried because of the use of H-piles for the foundation 
system, which resulted due to the presence of very loose sediments that are found in this area 
to the west of the peninsula. 
The 10 structures inventoried are believed to provide a clear indication of the common 
structural and foundation types in the Charleston area and the collected information (shown 
in the following sections, and summarized in the tables in Chapter 3) potentially useful in an 
assessment of the existing structures and in the development of any seismic modifications to 
these facilities. 
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C.l.l Buist Elementary School 1920 Original Buildmg 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 103 Calhoun St. 
Information Source: CFPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1920 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. Pile detail available. 
Number of Stories: 3: ~9000sq.ft. Is there a basement: 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: RC Bored piles Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 2' thick pile cap Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): 421 Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: Piles on a 3.8spacing beneath walls. 
Subsurface Information: (None available) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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Street Address: 103 Calhoun St. 
Information Source: CFPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1948 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: 3: ~9300sq.ft Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: 8" diam. RC. Bored piles Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: T thick pile cap Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): 42_1 Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: Piles on a 3'-5'spacing beneath walls. 
Subsurface Information: (None available) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
I 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: | 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.1.3 Courtenay Middle School 1953 Addition 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 382 Meeting St. 
Information Source: CFPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1953 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Footing detail available. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated, square RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 3_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 1500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: - Obtained from Soil Consultants Inc. (see Appendix F). 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.1.4 Fraser Elementary School 1956 Addition 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 63 Columbus St. 
Information Source: CFPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1956 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 3' avg. (T-5') Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: - Obtained from Soil Consultants Inc. (see Appendix F). 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.1.5 Memminger Elementary School Gym 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 20 Beaufain St. 
Information Source: CFPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1938 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 3_ Is there a basement: No: detached boiler room. 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 4_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: - Structure damaged during hurricane Hugo in 
1989. 
Subsurface Information: (None available) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
C.1.6 Memminger Elementary School 1953 Addition 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 20 Beaufain St. 
Information Source: CFPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1953 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below).- Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Square isolated RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 2_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: (None available) 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.1.7 Mitchell Elementary School 1989 Addition 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 2Perry St. 
Information Source: CFPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1989 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: RC column ftgs. on H piles* Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 3000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): 100' Pile Capacity/Design Load: 50tons 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: - Different polygonal shaped pile caps used-
Pile cap plan detail is available. 
Subsurface Information: - Obtained from Soil Consultants Inc. (see Appendix F). * H-piles connected via grade 
beams beneath walls. H-piles are HP10x5 7-98'long. 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.1.8 Rivers Middle School 1984 Addition 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 1002 King St. 
Information Source: CFPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1984 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: RC column ftgs. on H piles* Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 3000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): 100' Pile Capacity/Design Load: 50tons 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: - Obtained from Soil Consultants Inc. (see Appendix F). * H-piles connected by 16" 
grade beams. 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
( 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.1.9 James Island High School 1982 Addition 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 1000 Fort Johnson Rd. 
Information Source: CFPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1982 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
r 
Number of Stories: 2 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: RC column ftgs. on H piles* Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 3000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): 100' Pile Capacity/Design Load: 50tons 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: - Obtained from Soil Consultants Inc. (see Appendix F). * H-piles connected by 16" 
grade beams. 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.1.10 James Island Middle School 1982 Addition 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 1484 Camp Rd. 
Information Source: CFPO 
Type of Info. Available: X_Buildirig Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1982 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 1: ~3470sq.ft. Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 4_1 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent,\attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a cô py of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.2 Building Inventory Sheets for Fire Stations and Police Stations 
Due to the limited availability of complete sets of structural drawings for these types of 
essential facilities in the city of Charleston, all of the fire stations and police stations with 
available structural drawings housed at the city of Charleston's Department of Parks Office 
(CDPO) were inventoried. The nine (9) fire stations inventoried are either on or in close 
proximity to the Charleston peninsula, and are believed to be representative of the typical 
structural and foundation types found at this type of essential facility throughout the area. 
Moreover, in the cases where detailed structural or foundation information was unavailable, 
the inventories were supplemented with information from discussions with local engineers 
(identified in Appendix B), with many years of experience and knowledge of local 
construction practice regarding these essential facilities. 
Only one police station had a complete set of engineering drawings, and this was the facility 
inventoried. As was previously mentioned, the unavailability of structural drawings for more 
police stations is primarily attributed to the fact that many of the older precincts are housed 
in structures that were not originally/solely designed to house a police station, and thus many 
of these drawings have been retained by the original building owners. Thus, it should be 
noted that more extensive investigation would be required in order to locate the required 
drawings. Local engineers have indicated that in addition to the fact that such a search would 
be time consuming, its outcome is doubtful. The recorded inventory notes are presented in 
the following sections. All of the collected data was summarized to produce the tables found 
in Section 3.5 of this document. 
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C.2.1 Fire Station #4 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 162 Coming St. 
Information Source: CDPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1994 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - No foundation drawings available. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: T_ Bearing Pressures Existing: 1500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: - Provided by boring logs compiled by Soil Consultants Inc. (Appendix F). 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.2.2 Fire Station #7 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 1173 Fort Johnson Rd. 
Information Source: CDPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1983 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 1500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: -None available. 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.2.3 Fire Station #8 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 370 Huger St. 
Information Source: CDPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1975 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 1500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: - Provided by boring logs compiled by Soil Consultants Inc. (Appendix F). 
i 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.2.4 Fire Station #9 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 1451 King St. 
Information Source: CDPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1981 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: - Provided by boring logs compiled by Soil Consultants Inc. (Appendix F). 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.2.5 Fire Station #10 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 1 Nicholson Dr. 
Information Source: CDPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1973 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 1; ~2700sq.ft. Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 1500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: -None available. 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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C.2.6 Fire Station #11 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 1517 Savannah Hwy. 
Information Source: CDPO 
Type of Info. Available: Building Drawings/Foundation Plans; X Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1978 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). 
Number of Stories: ! Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 1500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: - Provided by boring logs cohipiled by Soil Consultants Inc.(Appendix F). 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
C-19 
C.2.7 Fire Station #13 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 298 Folly Rd. 
Information Source: CDPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1995 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 1 Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated square RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
on 40' treated timber piles. 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 3000psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): 431 Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(If present, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: - Grade beams connect tops of isolated 
footings. Grade beams are side formed. Floor is slab on grade. Foundation detail available. 
Subsurface Information: -None available. 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
C-20 
C.2.8 Fire Station #16 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 81 Ashley Hall Plantation Rd. 
Information Source: CDPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1983 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 1: ~1551sq. ft. Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 2.5' Bearing Pressures Existing: 2500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: - Provided by boring logs compiled by Soil Consultants Inc.(Appendix F). 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
C-21 
C.2.9 Fire Station #17 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 1830 Bohicket Rd. 
Information Source: CDPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1997 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 1: ~6300sq.ft. Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Isolated square RC footings. Number of Supporting Columns: 
on 40' treated timber piles. 
Foundation Depth: Bearing Pressures Existing: 2500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): 421 Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: - Piles conform to ASTMD25-9L and have a 
minimum tip diameter of 8in. Foundation detail available. 
Subsurface Information: - Provided by boring logs compiled by Soil Consultants Inc.(Appendix F). 
Elev. Of GWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
C-22 
C.2.10 Lockwood Municipal Police Complex 
Date: 5/21/99 
Inventor: LB 
Street Address: 14 Lockwood Dr. 
Information Source: CDPO 
Type of Info. Available: X Building Drawings/Foundation Plans Subsurface: Boring Logs/CPT Data 
Age of Building and Any Additions: 1971 
General Building Shape: (Draw small sketch below). - Simple rectangular plan. 
Number of Stories: 2; 21.607sq ft. Is there a basement: No 
Foundation Information (attach detailed sketch showing dimensions & other relevant info.): 
Foundation Type: Spread footings Number of Supporting Columns: 
Foundation Depth: 21 Bearing Pressures Existing: 2500psf 
Depth of Footings (piles/shafts): Pile Capacity/Design Load: 
Present Condition of Foundations: Presence of Underground Structures: 
(Ifpresent, attach sketch) 
Any important details pertaining to foundation/building performance: 
Subsurface Information: -None available. 
Elev. OfGWT: 
Does any Boring/CPT Data Exist? 
If yes, can a copy of it be obtained in either electronic/hard copy form? 
If no, knowledge of existing soils: 
Liquefaction Potential & Seismic Info. For Location: 
Presence of Geological Hazards: None Present Slope Failure Fault Rupture 
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Appendix D - Subsurface Conditions in the Vicinity of 
Essential Facilities 
The inventories collected on the subsurface conditions in the vicinity of the essential facilities 
inventoried are presented in this appendix of which there are sections for Memphis, TN and 
Charleston, SC. Subsurface logs were not available for reproduction in St. Louis, MO. The 
boring logs presented were used to obtain the soil descriptions entered in the tables displayed 
in Chapter 3 using the group symbols of the Unified Soil Classification System shown in Table 
D-1. Section D-1 presents subsurface information in Memphis, TN and Section D-2 presents 
the collected information for Charleston, SC. 
D-2 
Table D-1: Soil Descriptions and their Associated Groiijp Symbols Used in the Unified 
Soil Classification System. 
UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION 
LETTER HATCHING NAME 
GW :'&: Well-graded gravels or grovel-sand mixtures, little or no fines. 
GP •••:' Poorly graded gravels or gravel-sand mixtures, little or no fines. 
GM | •; SiMy gravels, gravel - sand - silt mixtures. 
GC 1 % 







Wel l -graded or gravelly sands, little or no fines. 
SP i Poorly graded sands or gravelly sands,little or no fines. 
SM u Silty sands,, s o n d - s i l t mixtures. 
SC vy £ Clayey sands, sand clay mixtures. 
ML Inorganic silts and vary fine sands, rock flour, silty or clayey finn sands,clayey silts with slight plasticity. 
CL // 
r/j 1 
Inorganic days of low to medium plasticity, gravelly 
cloys, sandy clays, silty clays, lean clays. 
OL \ 1 
1 





Organic silts and organic silt-cloys of low plasticity. 
MH ) 1, 
Inorganic silts, micaceous or diatomoceous fine or 
sandy or silly soils , elastic silts. 
CH I i 
Inorganic clays of high plasticity, fat clays. 
OH V? 
y 
Organic clays of medium to high plasticity,organic silts, 
Pt, ./̂ «—. 
"T> 
Peat and othur highly orgonic soils. 
n 
D-3 
D.l Subsurface Information - Memphis, TN 
The boring logs presented in this appendix were obtained from the set of 8500 boring 
logs collected by Hwang et al. (1989) for the Center for Earthquake Research and Information 
(CERI) located at the University of Memphis. These borings logs correspond to the geographic 
locations of the essential facilities inventoried in Memphis, TN. Moreover, it should be noted 
that in the case of Snowden school where the actual soils investigation report was obtained, an 
actual boring log recorded by the testing company was used. 
It should further be noted that the boring logs presented were those available for the 
sites inventoried and the inability to report a soil description for certain facilities, (primarily 
the police and fire stations) resulted because of the absence of the associated soil investigation 
report, or inability to obtain a satisfactory representative log from the CERI records 
corresponding to the particular location. 
D.l Boring Logs for Memphis City Schools Inventoried 
.D.1.1 Central High School 
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D.2 Subsurface Information - Charleston, SC 
All of the boring logs presented in this appendix are the actual boring logs recorded by the 
personnel of the Charleston-based soil testing firm Soil Consultants, Inc. at either the actual 
location of or in very close proximity to the essential facility indicated. With the consent of Soil 
Consultant's management, copies of the boring records were obtained from the company's project 
files and assistance provided by the company's Senior Vice President, Mr. James Duffy, in 
identifying which project boring logs provided the best representation of soil conditions at or in 
the vicinity of essential facilities in Charleston. In cases where several borings were performed at 
a single site, the boring log presented provides the best representation of the soil profile at that 
particular site. 
It should further be noted that the inability to report a soil description for some of the 
Charleston facilities resulted because of the absence of a suitable boring log that would best 
indicate the soil profile at those locations. 
.F.l Boring Logs for Charleston City Schools Inventoried 
D-22 
.F.1.1 James Island Middle School 
C H A R L E S T O N . S. C. 
SOit CONSULTANTS, INC. 
LOG of BORING 
S A V A N N A H , q A . 
:.5 JL.ajQil-_£ix^J£.t. SL .£.. 1 o LL ....Ma fr..... J a, m e s I « l a n d x 5 , C ,-
5, C. I. Project No. 8 3 . i l „ _ „ D a l & L-1Z-AQ , „ 
Ground Surface Elev, id. £LL£LH_- Datum.. ~G>. Water Slev. s 3L- _ — _ 
(Mirtimvm of 24 hrs, after compSefi&i co p* 
SAA^m 
tl.v f . . i t lneh«* 
irsATy*. 
rt*r ft»t 4 Incfcn 
0 ' 3 " 
-2Ll£^_ 
JZIDZ^LJLJ-LI 
4 ' Q " 
5 f 10 '_0" 
J J l l o J ^ 
151*i"-.. ILJAl 





VI$U4t FiHO ClAJIiru AIION 
Vc»ry 1 ftfi.X** b r o w n f j . n c " nn.U ^ t „ r j . 
. L i < £ - ' * " _ 
x o c t i g r a a s L T ^ r i h *J f i f s t 1JJ," . ___ 
t*>l\ H i s 11cI t i . i i r a i i a r...Qo" ; * 
„„•*__, o t a n f i r ' *i .»r i L "*" * 
i ->- e t j n f t r . e s ^ n d J2.M iJL 
L v ; j t * a - i T a u t -?<an j . , r ' l . * 
L < - 0 3 e t a i > l i n e n a n i , J W , * 
_1_£.1_0" ' I V- i f i o p j f * a ' f i i i f i j r j _* { i ^h 
. I H I D * . h ^ t . i j . fiUclJ C v K i e j A . , ^ 1 1 / ^ L J , * , . „ 
1 - • • *•« " 
h ' f i ' 
.. u ' t r 
_ ; _••> / , ! ' i j f l l t i;i s u n r [ w i ' . l i h l ,^! ' 
: t u U c o n t e n t , _ ' . v j S P > « 
> »i, £ ! ' u j ( O i * _ * ' » _ ' W i t h j j 1 <J. 
- ! i ° 1 l__c o n L r n j _ . . . / ' * S F * 
'« ' !_» _A~><iiiA. f i t 1 - ; -_<2r a _ w i t_n__h_jjfj_ 
_-, i ,<-lL aji ' i i n ^ J i t j . i t ! c r : ; a n u _ c l a y 
Slowi ftr 
* Inntw* 
x - 2 - 3 
3 - 1 
1 - 1 
t««lJft© «^«i Scmc*ie*%9 if»; offe©f<sto«« wtlSi ASTM 0, *3ft6~67 (S'S'/JJ 
Remark*- , * j i ; s u a ^ U n i f i e d . S o i l C ' i a s s i f i , a t i o n „„,„_,.„ 
S h o v e l s a m p l e ad igLC-ejj t j . o . / J O ' ^ I N J * t r: <| i c_a t £ {i ,. ro ts ' - t o 
„ ajiuax.o x i mate Ix.-2JL^igjaJLlLJ. ... „ . 
D-23 
.F.1.2 Mitchell Elementary School 
SOIL CONSULTANTS, INC. 
CHARLESTON, S. C. 
log of Boring 
\ ..re zi Proiar .*T!&9*m*. B * c i t « I I « B » * t t l « t t COttCftptiOn 30bpO. l t . S)MMP*M.!MWt_JL?_P< 
Bunng No \ .. .. >:^M I • a "« r . .. * ' * L . l % i l l l p « _ Do,c_ , . _ _ J ^ 7 ^ J . . 
C?/=-«."d Svri'ute Hev -JkftiftMPHKJI 0*_ . Qv.'w; - . ._ . ... G?. vVoter Elev £dJ&* 
1 * * # ( • $ * ^nA^um 81,5 :W, 





vtii/At H I » » ciASi;»iof(OM f»f 
i 0*0* G r a y i s h a i l t y aaad_wttto rootf* _ . _ ' 
2*0" b r i c k t ftlas* and o t h o r d e h r i * . 
1 
a*8* 3*§" a»o* Loose browais: ; f i n e aand with a l i g h t ^ 
. . 4
,0'* t r a c e * of ,oi^ajjlc_cl.aj^__C0otfot*___ 
2 s*o* *'<>• 4*0* Itedlua tanalf ib i no rgan i c e l ay v lUi _S_ 
. 6 ' i " v l l g b t #4ii5di con ten t* 
3 '• 7*@* 8*6* ©*€* •Loom* _i*»ruiiah f i n e sand wltti a l i § h t JL 
t*ow i n o r g a n i c c l ay con ten t* 
4 10*0* 11*0" i*o* I todlua b l t t i i b _jp*ay o rgao lc c l a y w l t l a -A-
... 12*#
W a l i g h t saad con ten t* 
. .1...; __1S*0« *.V9m, ̂ ' § . * . y#ry_«i»ft . b lu i sh ,Bra7_tfrsjnie e l u y . „ * . . . 
1 ( 17*0* irltfei a l i g h t adco & a b o i l content , , 
€ 20»O«* 21*0" l?*Qm_ 
2a * 6* 
uad iuu b l u i s h igroy o rgan ic c lay 
v l t b ^ j i l i g h t , mn4 coo tan t* 
*_ 
7 23 •O"" 26 l 0 f t Z2*&* 27*0* Very soft_ b lu ln i i gray organ ic c lay# *_ 
. a " 30*0* 3 1
, 0 " 27»0*_ Loose b l u i s h gray fi i if .soiid jwJLtb 
h igh s h a l l and t r a c t s of organic 
. J L 
W O * c l a y c o n t e n t * 
- - $ - ~~3$»6* 36*0*' 33* 0« Sof t b l u i s h gray o r g a n i c c l a y wi th *_ 
37 • 6" s l i g h t HheJii. 
10 4 0 * 0 ' " "41 »o« 37»~s«" 
"""4.2*6-
S t i f f b l u i s h gr»y orgmoie ?lay_«14ti_ 
a l i g h t i i b e l i f jutd high *&»<$* 
.A, 
11 4S '0* 
~Sd«0* 
•46"«6"" 
S i ' 0 * 
42*QW 
4$»6" ' 
48* &m (tens* g r a y i s h fin© »ar»d* 
'iz S t i f f brownish groaa ea l ca raoua 
c l a y »IJ.ti s l i g h t sand content** 
1 CON'T, "ON" NEXT PAGET"""'" ~~ "" ' "~" 
Hwmb*r »f blow* <•< 1*0 Ik 5>erara«r d»ojSfi*d 'SCI n '»e|ti..f)>d t«. tir-rv* J m *t»Eit ip«n>« »oi*ipS»» ! (> ttt'mr ( i m tt»i«p •* ' !**" S *>-
i?sffic(!iv 
* Locally called llarl. 
D-24 
.F.1.3 Rivers Middle School 
SOIL CONSULTANTS, iNG: 
CHARLESTON. S. C. 
Log of Boring 
Nam« of Project: Fropoead Addi t ion . , ..Jfam'e* Simon*. Scho<al t C h a r l e s t o n s S« C* 
Boring No *L ... fielrf S»parm»end«nt .jL-LYl!L_i£..oM» r>»f 7-3.0-75 
-̂ J « » ci Aaaujsed 0 ' 0 M 
Ground JSurJpta W«v.^„___-_„__ 
SCI P r o J a c X ^ y K K r 
3«2« 
.Gr , Wafer Elov 
•Minimum of 24 hrt, after completion 
»A«>18 
• r*»* & t* 
IT»»TU<K 
8te*. • l*»«t 6 feibiK v»g*i f*u> C U M ? K A » O * 
O'O* 1«6M 0 * 0 " ¥&.ry I B O W brown jTtno sand w i t h 
2 '0» b r i c k d » b r l » c o n t a n t . 
H i ! 4 * 0 " I.'®.!! Lo0se 'brown f i n < »«nd w i t h 2 - 2 - 5 
4 '6* b r i c k ijji®brig c o n t e n t » 
S«0W 6»6' Ali! ¥®;i»y l o o a * browa jfina s a n d with] 1 - 3 - 1 
J^Mh-M:lsM^A^hM^M..^<}M%pnt B„„ 
Alfi!L 6»6> V»ry a o f t brouro i n o r g a n i c c l a y Vl8' 
with high ah#ll content, 
1S1SHL U1&'. 3JMJnL-MSt£&^£JkX.J^ ,.m^,As.^..Sh„.. 
MMJSLJ^.Mh.M^9ll.^PJaMM%j! 
UL1SJ1. .J&.JS ML, . Y.».yy <f.<>.C.1fe g.CQT ..AjfrQjTic*'***** c l a y Vl«l 
w i t h hjLgh s h a l l c o n t a n t . 
H « Q " lfelfc! , Vfry ..aoft i r a y i n o r g a n i c c l a y 2 / 1 8 ' 
lfilfi! w i t h h i g h s h a l l c o n t e n t . 
ao9o" 21*6' 1.6'P" Lows® gray fin® gjlty aand with 2 - 2 - 3 
2&LQ* .h±.j|hu-ahffl.ll..xjatiJt<MdLr 
.25*6: JUiU" 2 7 ' 5" -Mjftd±un. 4^j^..JtiJna__juuuL 
JUL 
3Q1&L 22±®H 3Z±S*< JMMtS^lil!S..»^-~..&}CAX.~^lM9....M.&nAj 3-2-% 
3MJJ1H J&ifL! 321SXL JZif l ! _MadXuffi.,sr.a.y_£ijaa..-jtA»d_4_ 
12- J$»Q»« Jtf l ' f iw 37 «.Qw ^&diJittL..srjax.--i^P^£Sa^ix...-fi3Lay, n r l t a . JL=3=S. 
J U l f l i Ji±a^..jmitLA..jLMjm-JiOL^MlLt.iL.. 
A51£! Jt2ift!L 
J d i t h aJtuUJLjcuctiilJuaJ>jt-
AAMIL £ 0 * 6 ! JKajrx-JioJLluu:.^^^ ^Zif i ! 
JtdLth. .£..!&«.. Aaj»jLJk«njLi-
w i * ASTM 0 1 S M 4 7 
R«"iork.: MuX£®mt...M»M±..£-25Shzl~ 
_? L« s a l l,y—ftaJU Ad„JMar.JL. 
.F.2 Boring Logs for Fire Stations Inventoried in Charleston 
D-25 
.F.2.1FS#4 
SOIL -CONSULTANTS, INC. 
CHARLESTON, S. C 
Log of Boring 
>t> .-...., Prop-o»*wi Bide*.* Zmmmm ialat e - Ckasoopt $ on School t Charlfeatotia. B» C* 
8of ir1t9 No.,_ 
Gfownd Surface Etev„ . 
FS«!d engineer 
M « « M 0 ! _ Doium, 
E. L, Pb l l l l p* Date.. 9»-23-*6l 
„ Or. Water E:lev.,„ H I I L 
VJUAL FlilD CLASSIFICATION 
j 0 * 8 " 
| 2 * 0 ' 
2*0* 3«6**" 2*0** 
$'Om 6*0* 
7»«» 8'6" 7»Ow 
4 10 •<>*__ 11 •0" 9*®M 
^"""is'O'1 i6*ow ia*ow 
6 20*0* 21 »0* 
7 25•6" S 26*0" 23'6« 
: " i" 






i ; 32»G 
9 ' JS5*r6* 36*0" 52*6"_38*0 
10 4%t0^ 41*0* 38*0* 
43 "6 
~~U 45 *0« • 46TO"' 43_»6-
" ' " ~^~4?9® 
1 2 ""SO nS" - - " 5 1 *0" 47*" is"" " 
. „ . . . - _ , . - < - -g^yjQ,-
llr-O'Brnifflb s i l t / aaod* i 
J31acklffih_ Hi l t / sand *itti_ br ick »__ coal 
aah and cii&dfcirs aad &0©ri«« _____ __. 
V«ry »o£t darfe g ray a i l t y o r g a n i c 1 
« l # y * 
lf«ry aaft dark j£ray ai.lty organle 1 
c l ay . 
So_ft_ to »edt«ro _bluish gray; orgaisic _4__ 
clay «?S tb_ ali£ht_ .«fUQd#. ...,_ 
Modio» blalah jgray organic cloy ,. §__ 
with fal&h sand* 
Very ©oft Jbluish gray organic c l a y . 1 
Vory ©oft dark hrowtt organic c lay 2 
with ©light dUscayed vagatatioeu 
Soft t& medium blttlah gray orgaole 4 
e . l * y „ . . . _ _„.., 
LOOM hloisi? gray fino sand with __*__  
s l i g h t organic cloy «u»d nholl coo— ___  ___ 
t s t i t * 
Soft bluish %r&y organic c luy . __ S___ 
Medium tilaigih fcray fi.«\° 1H9C ,**ill 11% 
** s l i g h t organic clay & s h e l l content*. 
ENtose urayleb ftn© ®a.»d with a l i g h t ' 40 
mica content , 
Looaa |jrayi«h JTin«t sand with s l i g h t 2d 
tn £«.& cootan% » 
Nu>«**«» o* blow* of MO lb. h««»m«f dt»p»«d JO ir„ i*<,«lir,.d ro «»!•« 1 Jw l ( . l * i p * o » 
D-26 
.F.2.2 FS #8 
SOU. CONSULTANTS. INC. 
CHARLESTON, S. C. 
Log of Boring 
Nam*of*«>{***• Proposed Addition. James Simons School. Charleston, S. C. 
Boring No. .Field Suparlntandant A l V J n B r O W P r>n,. 7-10-75 
_ , . . . El Assumed 0«0
W 
Ground Sudpce cJ«v- _ . _ . 
sCI P r o j e c t 75100 
Dotum Gr. Walar El.v • 





I h . . » . t l l kc lM ttev. . Fo.l t M m VSIM1 m m ClAMVKAtlON 
Ma—• *m 
* IIKKM 
h « . t. trmm 1 . 
1 0 » 0 " ! • 6" O'O" Very l o o s * brown f i n * sand w i t h 1 - 2 - 1 
2 » 0 " b r i c k d a b r i s c o n t e n t . 
2 2»6" 4 * 0 " 2 « 0 " Loos* brown f i n * sand w i t h 2 - 2 - 3 
4»6" b r i c k d a b r i s c o n t e n t . 
? , . 0 « 6*6" 4*6" Very l o o s * brown f i n * sand w i t h 1 - 2 - 1 
6«6" high b r i c k d a b r i s c o n t e n t . 
4 7 » 6 " o«o" 6*6" Vory s o f t brown l n o r s a n i c c l a y Vl8" 
w i t h h i g h s h e l l c o n t e n t . 
«. IP'o- 1 1 • 6" V o r y s o f t g r a y f n o r g a n l e c l a y 1 - 1 - 1 
w i t h h i e h s h e l l c o n t e n t . 
6 j .2«6« i4«o'» V e r y t o f t j r a v l n o r x a n i c c l a y V 1 8 " 
w i t h h i a h s h e l l c o n t e n t . 
- 7 * 5 * 0 " 16«6" Vory s o f t jtrav inorjtanle c l a y 2 / 1 8 " 
1 8 « 0 » w i t h h i g h s h e l l c o n t e n t . 
8 2 0 * 0 " 21 • 6" l 8«0" Loose s ray f i n e s l l t y sand w i t h 2 - 2 - 3 
a3t«>» h< gh a h a l l c o n t e n t . 
9 24 •O" 2 S « 6 " 2 * « 0 " 27 «o" Mfltdiumi g r a y f i " * « a n d . 7 - 1 0 - 1 0 
10 QO'O" 30 «6" 27'O" M * 0 " Very l o o s e gray f i n e s a n d . 1 - 2 - 2 
J l 34 »o" •*«5*6« 32 •o" 17'O" Medium g r a y f i n a s a n d . 8 - 1 2 - 1 6 
12 39 »n" koi f i" 37 • o* M«(Hu« g r a y i n o r g a n i c c l a y w i t h 1 -X-e . 
4?«ir>« f i n e l a n d l a n s c o n t e n t . 
13 4>»fl" 4e.1i;* 4 2 ' O " V e r y s o f t g r a y I n o r g a n i c c l a y Vl8" 
w i t h s h a l l c o n t e n t . 
14 49«0M SQ'fi" V«ry s o f t gray Inorganic c l s y 2/18" 
« ' 0 " w i t h f i n e sand l e n s . 
T.iling mi Sampling m sccofdaitc. wirti AJTM 0 1M4-67 
R.morki: Equipment Used: F-250-1 
'Locally cnllsd Mar3 
D-27 
.F.2.3 FS #9 
CHARLESTON, 5. C SOIL CONSULTANTS, INC. 
LOG of BORING 
SAVANNAH, GA 
P r o p o s e d C h a r l e s t o n Heck F a r o S t a t i o n , 
Prajach King and _ljcri£-t_ St_re_e rS1_Cl'_<ij-l_rj i, t o n , « 
Boring No. Z... - S C 1. Project No. . &Qj?.6 7 
Ground Surface Etev, „,A:S„£M.Sitd„,. iLiJH, Datum — , , , „ 
.Date _ _ J i S ^ i 2 i S £ i L £ = 2 i £ l Z 2 i i a = a . 
. . . _ , _ G r . Water Elev. i I 5 J l L _ _ _ 
(Mifiimum of 24 hrs. after compieSk 
SAVPU 
Ct*v F«et & t!K**i 
SNIMUM 
£trv F««1 * iiwrhei 
D ' Q " ' l ' o 
from I t« 
r i -, ii ( 
Vf , JAI ><*i.J •I'.A^ifCA'iOt* 6%wri *«» 
6 ta«fer» 
_3-3~3 
JLIS1",.,, 2 ' u^ 
- _ 3 - . . i i Q J l 
.COL* b r ^ r t "• r,% s a : . : w: ' ,n _ __ 
. i J ' .V [ " ' - ^t r t-r .•*! \ i " d
 r J T r a v e l and 
! " ~ 
i *.'Jtii i .«: ' . - i i s tor - t ," , 1 3 . ; >,; ' ^ _̂_ 
' i ' , " * - -•' ' ' N . ' e l ! * 
, ' ° ' . ^ ** ' l ~ r i : - r i d r . i " c ? s y tZl&!L_ 
i t ' 6 " W1*T. i ^ T J l ^ :* 1U i a'-.ij Vvl J f l i ^ V t l 
n : i r l f : n r t c o n t e n t . ^ ^ _ „ , _ * -
- - - ' , f i ' ' J - " J £ " , i n ; r £ i ; u ; ; j.ay ! „£^2„=2„ 
„ . «._ - L i O " . w i t h m - : i u ? 3 and cor, t e n ' , 1 SC ) * „ „ _ _ _ _ , 
Ifc^ - a j . : ' V ' : " . . . fc ' t " ' U-> ^ " '<ir. **i:.f s a n ^ J S M j . * L ^ 2 - S _ 
!<'0CJ' l"-VP,o '.a-. f_it,j _sar.c wi.tr. j IrZ^X-. 
-lijr.t; - t..,: * ti',a t c l a y c o n t e n t . 
J 1 10 1 0 " . i . Lw " _jj 1 
1 1 < » r i> t w » 
l i t ' t s " 
j Ve^y l o .•*<•» £ ray , ,f 1 i.e... sand w 1 » h 1 1-2-
1 i < h t v h e i i c o n t e t . t , 
^_7_._15.I.P-J H I P . " J i J _ i l . . . 
1? ' o M , 19 ».o". 17 PQJ 
llVx.". . j j a e l i c e n t e r * : . ISM/3?) 
„J3_J_iA.'iLlJ_£i.,A!L19,.6" 
1 0 j r ^ ' o " [25;.e"_• 
J, £10 " 
.,.Lsi 1_ v ; r . e l ] ;* _ J 
Ui o i.p L" r 3 y f,i n e_ _s a;, 4, w 11 h _ v c r y i „ j - i v 3 _ 
a i g h st.-?lJ e x t e n t , _ ( £K/S [ J„* J . _ , 
" e J M " r .r^y f i n e aati.j w i t n h i ^ L 1 3-6.-6 
2^1-2 . . V11 y . Ioc- j e £ r A Z _ X 1 ne__sand j * l.tJL. 
_ - IIP n u i j h »;• 1 L c 0 n t e n t_. „1 § I*: < -L? ) ? , _ _ 
4 J i e d i J r , . £ r a y . £ i l t y f i n e _ s d n L . v.i t iJ. , .£. rJ 
. 26ii».'" _ i i 1 £ b r . b~— 1J-_i.9iJ%J?1>ki . 
."*'' .' ( s. 1 e 11 > * 
t«nj^s O"^ Sojn,jli»8 m SK«rdaFi'.e «w i« Ai'M 0 > 5*^*1' il9?4J Ct'iNl T I iLEI* 1 
Remarks . . U l A H S J -U.M f i ^ i _ J i O i i - J a 5 S i f 1 q.,11 i Or. 
£jriexe,J_ JidmF.iQ-.acljacr'ut t o !>oriti£: i r . f . u a i e d _ , , 
v j r y j , r £ . ro?.t s l.c ..a depi,h o:' a t r r J ;, i c 3 ' c l y 12" . 
.F.2.4 FS #11 
D-28 
CHARLESTON. S,. C. SAVANNAH, GA. 
SOIL- CONSULTANtS/ INC 
LOG of BORING 
Prn̂ n, proposed Tom Far sell Chevrolet, U.S. Highway, 1.1 |o^.» Chas, , 3.C. 
Boring N a _ ^ _ 2 _ ^ S. C. I. Protect No.: 2 1 1 2 2 Date ™ _ _ ^ _ § r ! 2 z Z ! L - _ _ . 
Ground Surface Etev. _AsSUmgcL_0_ lO^_ 0 a t u m _. . G' Water £lev. 3«9" 




Pin - f«et & hvilM 
sreA 
f i w 
TUM 
4 lnrf>« VSiUJ>l M I D ClA$SiflCA*ION 8'**** ? * ' 
6 tfl£*t#» 
From ' To r__!CT 
1 Q«Q" 1*6" i V U 
I 
Loose brown f i n e sand with t he ' 2-3-4 




1 2 * 0 " 
1 ! __(_SM _w/roots ) * _ _ 




7 '6" 9 ' 0 " 




with h igh sand c o n t e n t . ( SC )* 
Loose t--n and g ray f i ne sand. 1-1-4 
7 ' 3 " . . 
9»6" 
' 9 ' 6 " ! 
1 JLHO" . 
_.l^.'.?." 
• ---
14 r 6 " 
^_14_'_6J _ _ 
< W 
Very l o o s e t?.n and gray f ine 1-1-1 
sand . Ci:;>* ! 
! 
__ 
10 '0" 1 1 ' 6 " 
! 
! Sof t tcin and__g£ay_Jjiorj2aQic__clai<< I - I72 
wi th h igh sand c o n t e n t . (3Z)* • 
Very s o f t g ray i n o r g a n i c c l ay ' 1-1-1 
w i th h i q h sand and s l i q h t s h e l l 1 
c o n t e n t . (32 w / s h e l l ^ ) * 
So f t y_ray_ i n o r g a n i c c l ey with l-»2-~2 ___ 
high sand and s l i q h t s h e l l con-
t e n t . {3C w / s h e l l s ) * 
6 12 '6" 14 '0'* 







.22* 6 " 
Very s o f t g r ay ino rgan ic c l a y 1 1/1.8.".. 
w i th medium sand «nd s l i g h t .shell! 
„.2jiin^_2iifi^ - — -
c o n t e n t * C'C w / s h e l l s ) ' \ 
Very., so f t .^rdy^„„iiLarj^dMc_c.lay._„J^ZiBl! 
„v/itb_mjedijjjn.jsiiad ,.anj±_£LlJjg±Lt _L „ 




1 .._ _.L _.. . . 
T«i!ffi« ofld Sg-TSliiia »* accEi!fat>» <*,t*i AS'M C I ' 4 * 4 ? (SWIS 
Remarks: ,,—f-Vi^-UAl-UnXf JLed- -Soi.l .-C-l--i£i^,Lfioa:ti .QXi 
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.F.2.5FSH6 
CHARLESTON. 6. C. 
SOIL CONSULTANTS, INC 
LOG of BORING 
SAVANNAH. OA. 
ProJecfc Proposed.Fire Station, Ashley Hall Plantation Road, Charleston, SC 
Jor'.ng Mn 3 s. C. I. Project No § 2 § I „ Dal* U - l U - 8 3 
3round Surface Elev. Assumed O'O" Datum ~ Gr. Water Etev. 3 ' 8 " 
(Minimum of 24 hrs. after completion) 
' Tiw^ili 
SAMPLE 
VB*f»• TWtA m I l K n M 
STIATUM 
ttav. • fM( IJ Indm VISUAL n u o CLASSIFICATION 
ft— U ftam to 
| 1 O'O" l « 6 " O'O" Loose black and tan s i l t y to f ine sand 1-2-3 
l v i t h alight inorganic clay and decayed 
2'0M root content, (SM v/root)* 
2 2»6M fc'O" 2'0" Medium tan and gray and orange inorganic 2-2-3 
V6" clay with very s l ight sand content. 
(CL)» 
3 yo" 6-6" 4'6" Medium ton and gray fine sand v i t h very 3-5-7 
T . 0 « al ight inorganic clay content. (SM)* 
k 7 ,6" 9»0" 7»0" Loose tan and gray fine sand v i th sl ight 2-3-2 
inorganic clay content. (SM)* 
5 10'0H 11'6*M Loose tan fine sand. (SM)* 2-3-3 
6 12'6" lU'O" Loose tan fine sand. (SM)* 2-3-U 
7 15' 0" 16'6" 17'0" Loose tan fine sand. (SM)* 3-3-U 
8 17' 6" 1 9 ' 0 " 17' 0M Very s t i f f brownish green calcareous 5-9-10 
clay v i th sand and s l ight phosphatic 
nodules content.** (MH)* 
9 20 •0" 21»6" Very s t i f f brownish green calcareous 5-10-10 
clay v i th s l ight sand content.** (MH)* 
• t i l l * ond SiMvlfaa to occottanm with ASTM 0 . 1S8643' (1VM) 
Jemarki: 'Visual Unified Soi l Class i f icat ion 
Shovel sample adjacent to boring indicated varying roots 
to a deoth of approximately 8". 
••Locally cal led Marl 
.F.2.6FS#17 
so i l . coNduLnNTSBk IMC, 
ENfi lHieHS 4 <a:EOiOO*STS 
C H A R L E S T O N . S . C 
LOG of BORING 
>ro fecfc POBLIC SAFETY FACILITY, BOIICjKET R1K,, J E A R MAY BANK HIGHWAY... CHARLESTON.' s.C. 
Soring No. . J l z l _ ™ _ „ S. C. I. Project No 2 M £ 2 „ 
Ground Surf ace Etev. A I , *>MSIJL£!£" - .Datum™ 
-Date 12-16-96 
-Gr. Wafer EJev. 4 ' 2 " 
(Minimum of 24 hrs, after completion) 
&w«#ifc* 
SAMf>« 
EW. • KHT fc tndw 
STBAIVJJ* 
thrv. - hw* 1 l*«sh» VISUAL FIELD CL*A5IMCA![ON 
ftJo^rt ?mt 
A Inch** From To itf**** 
: 0'0" 
j*__ 
l O'O" 1'6" LOOSE TANNISH BROWN FINE SAND WITH R001 1-2-3 
1 t'6" CONTENT. (SM-SP W/RO0T)* 
2 2*6" 4 • 0" .... ri"._ — MEDIUM TANNISH BROWN FINE SAND. (SM-SP) * 3-5-11 
3 5*0" 6'6" MEDIUM TAN FINE SAND. (SM-SP)* 5-9-12 
4 7*6*' 9'Q" MEDIUM TAN FINE SAND. (SM-SP).* 6-1.2-1? 
5 10'0" 11 "6" 12'0" 
14'b" 
MEDIUM TANNISH BROWN FINE SAND. (SM-SP) 
LOOSE TAN & GRAY FINE SAND. (SM-SP)* 
4-9-12 
6 12'6" 14'0" 12 r0" 3-4-5 
3-5-8 7 IS'O" 16'6" 14'6" 
19'6" 
MED1F.TM TAN & GRAY FINE SAND. (SM-SP)* 
6 17 '6" 19'0" MEDIUM GRAY FINE SAND. (SM-SP)* 
VERY SOFT GRAY INORGANIC CLAY WITH 
SLIGHT SAND & SHELL CONTENT. (CH)* 
1/18" 9 20*0" 21'6" 19f6" 
25*0" 24 "0" 
24'0" 
29" 6" 
10 26*6" VERY DENSE GRAY FINE SAND WITH SLIGHT 
SHELL CONTENT. (SM-SP)* 
18-30-23 
11 30'0" 31*6"' 29'6" 
35'6" 
DENSE GRAY FINE SAND WITH SLIGHT SHELL 8-20-20 
CONTENT. (SM-SP)* 
12 35'0" 3 6'6" 35*6" 
39'6" 
DENSE GRAY FINE SAND WITH HIGH SHELL 58-22-25 
CONTENT. (SM-SP W/SHELL)* 
4-4-5 13 40'0" 41'6" -.?9.'.$"_„ 
43 ,Q" 
STIFF TANNISH GRAY CALCAREOUS CLAY 
WITH SLIGHT SAND CONTENT. (MH)* 
14 45'0" 46'6M 43'0" STIFF BROWNISH GREEN CALCAREOUS CLAY 3-4-5 
WITH SLIGHT SAND CONTENT. **(MB>* 
15 50* 0" 51 "6" STIFF BROWNISH GREEN CALCAREOUS CLAY 




Tftrtirvg *nd Swwpfijuj: m •t«ord«n«» *w U* ASTM 0 ! SWMM-
Remarks- * y i s U A L UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION. 
**LOCALLY CALLED MARL. 
SHOVEL SAMPLE TAKEN ADJACENT TO BORING INDICATED VARYING 
ROOT CONTENT TO A DEPTH OF 5P±. 
